
Worlds Plot 241 

Chapter 242: 7.40 Second Violet Star - Contractors of the Golden Dragon 

Over the Nightmare forest, an enormous golden monster that was deemed notably uncommon to 

encounter had abruptly emerged. Its wingspan could comprise a full portion of the forest's domain. The 

golden scale on its body looks sleek and neat, its physique is the embodiment of elegance and fervor 

itself. With a kingly bearing and nobleness, this creature is unquestionably the legendary monster in all 

records. A pure-blooded dragon. 

The young partners, Viktor Hart, and Angela Evans were agitated by the sudden arrival of a mythical 

creature like this dragon. This monster is well-known for its uniqueness and proud temperament. There 

is never an occurrence in any stories that say this being receiving humans as its contractor. Moreover, 

the last dragon that was witnessed in the lower realms was hundreds of years ago. Ever since the last 

world war, all of the dragons had gone into hiding overlooking all issues in the temporal plane. 

This golden dragon was young as she couldn't even notice the presence of three godly beings in front of 

her. She continues to show her might in front of her summoners. Even though she was informed ahead 

of time to not show any arrogance in front of her summoners by her lords, no one could change the fact 

that most dragons are haughty and looked down on any beings weaker than them. This is the real idea 

of why dragons never execute a contract with humans. As among all the races in the mortal plane, 

humans were the most vulnerable and had the shortest lifespan among the rest. 

That's why when the Light God and Dark God stated that her future contractors were humans, even 

though she doesn't wish to agree to it, as a servant of Gods she had no other option but to admit to the 

orders of her lords. The true name of this dragon is Adasha, the essence of her name is strength and 

grandeur itself. 

Adasha, the golden monster noticed Lady Evans carrying the whistle produced from her scale itself. The 

soundless frequency that can be made by her scale can only be overheard by her. This is why she came 

over after catching the common soundwaves of her scales. 

Her beastly eyes leered at Angela Evans intimidating her, Viktor Hart spontaneously blocked Adasha's 

line of sight as he hefted his sword with him. Adasha perceives the two humans who look like a couple 

under her gaze. Recognizing the almost divine equipment they were bearing made it certain that these 

two humans were her destined contractors chosen by Lord Lucien and Lord Adrienne themselves. 

Suddenly a guardian-grade ice spirit in beast form materialized in thin air. A pure white huge wolf 

protected Viktor and Angela. The dragon was startled to see such a high-class ice spirit race in the 

mortal realms. As there is no one in Aerd didn't know the hate that obnoxious ice spirit race has towards 

all beings. 

Adasha babbled, {A young hero and a saintess? They are not bad for humans but... they are too tender~ 

and too green~ But why would a first-class spirit be under your command? That is a guardian that could 

even contend with this queen in a fight! Moreover, it is someone from the Ice spirit race!?} 

{Lizard~ If you dare threaten my master one more time. This guardian would bite you to death!} said 

Snowball. 



Adasha responded, {Hmp! Even if I wanted to harm them I could not. My lords had sent me here to form 

a contract with those two.} 

{A contract?} asked Snowball. 

When the Ice wolf spirit heard this his eyes couldn't be helped but wonder where their king was. As 

expected he saw Eirwen Night nearby but was astonished to see the two identical twins standing on 

each side of his Lord. The scent coming from the men was familiar and gave him a terrible feeling. Once 

he saw Lucien's evil sneer and met Adrienne's glacial gaze, Snowball directly recognized them. 

His legs couldn't be sustained and yielded in the presence of three overlord Gods. The arrogant being in 

the sky didn't regard the ice spirit wolf's strange reaction to the three humans standing at the side. 

This grand and egotistic dragon had no curiosity in humans except for his contractors which is why she is 

deemed to overlook the three gods using their human form that doesn't even release a sign of divinity. 

But she discerned Neige and Zhi Yue's presence and transferred her attention to the two of them. As a 

demigod, Adasha attended to Neige respectfully as he is stronger than her. 

{Greetings~ Ice Spirit King, it is Adasha's pleasure to meet you~} 

To her surprise, Neige ignored her concerns even though Zhi Yue had stared at her coldly with neutral 

eyes as if looking at the lifeless. 

Zhi Yue said, "Dead lizard. You dare to disdain the lords and flaunt your conceitedness here. You do not 

wish to live, do you?" he said. 

Adasha couldn't bear this unknown being treating her like this. She roared in anger causing chaos within 

the forest. The weaker once had lost consciousness and those who were able to restrain their fear had 

run away from the place where that almighty presence was. It didn't take a while for the empire and the 

nearby kingdoms to hear the news about the appearance of the dragon. 

ROOAARR!! 

{Mannerless unknown thing! You dared to look down on this queen. Even if you are not human this 

Adasha's honor cannot be sullied by someone like you!!!} 

SHRIEKSS~~ 

She screamed in anger causing too much noise within the forest. Adasha was busy showing her might in 

front of Zhi Yue that she didn't notice the eerie aura coming from somewhere. 

Meanwhile, Zhi Yue's face turns pale instantly the moment he witnessed the foolish dragon screaming 

all of the sudden. This much noise caused by anger is unreasonable to the eyes of that person. When Zhi 

Yu moved his gaze to look at that man, he flinched when he saw his eyes turning silver, and the aura he 

is emitting even cause the river not far from them to be affected immediately freeze from the aura 

Eirwen Night is releasing. 

Zhi Yue's thoughts, 'Ah~ this lizard is dead. She is done for. Who told her to scream in the host's 

presence!? It is not my fault. Definitely not my problem.' 



Adasha smirked arrogantly when she saw Zhi Yue's face ashen, she thought that the rude unknown 

being was frightened by her overbearing presence but what she didn't know was that her sudden 

screams annoyed someone she shouldn't. An unbearable pressure caused her to stumble when she 

checked on her wings, she saw that it was covered with ice she couldn't even melt with her dragon 

breath. 

This is the first in all history that a dragon would fall from the heavens. Adasha directly fell on the land of 

the Nightmare forest lethargically. She feels that there is no strength coming from her almighty body 

she had always been proud of. 

BAAAMM!! 

Her fall causes a huge dragon-shaped crater within the area of the forest. 

{Urgh~ W-What is happening!? H-How did I NO! Who caused me to fall!?} 

Adasha started panicking feeling that the ice covering her wings started to spread all over her body. 

Before she could start shouting a few more words, her mouth was frozen this time. Only a sound of hum 

or hmp comes out of her muffled mouth. This noisy dragon didn't even notice that person walking 

towards her. Only when the figure stopped directly in front of her did Adasha notice Eirwen Night 

standing in front of her with an expressionless face. 

She was immediately attracted to his argent irises and his lofty temperament of looking down on the 

world itself. Dragons are selfish creatures. They would only like those who they were interested in. 

Adasha's thoughts upon seeing Eirwen Night close up. {Wow~ this human looks so pretty~} 

She didn't even notice that her eyes were glowing with pink hearts, staring at Eirwen Night with love-

struck eyes. Those with eyes would immediately see what kind of gaze she is using to look at Lord Night. 

The target of those eyes also knew but didn't care as the latter knew that his heart wouldn't be moved 

by anyone except for one person. 

Upon seeing Eirwen's figure, this hot-headed golden dragon had calmed down almost instantly. Seeing 

this the source of her current situation had freed her from her misery melting all ice that prevented 

Adasha's movement. 

Eirwen indifferently glanced at the huge creature in front of him, "I hate noise. Scream one more time 

and I'll turn you in a permanent ice dragon statue." 

Adasha immediately lowered her head to show her submission and nodded her head in agreement with 

Eirwen's words. 

"My name is Eirwen Night. I am the newly born god. I rule over all ice and winter falls on me at every 

step. Even then the blood mist descended, all living things will be under the control of my palms. 

The ones who told you to come over are my lovers and the children who summoned you are children 

under my protection. Golden Dragon, are you willing to sign a contract with my children? In exchange I 

will give you the full extent of my blessing." he said to Adasha, the golden monster. 

On the other hand, this proud but not yet an adult dragon was rendered speechless with the words the 

beautiful human had just spoken. 



{Huh? Newly born God?! Eh? Lover of both Lord Lucien and Lord Adrienne!!? Is this for real!?} 

While the dragon with aureate scales started doubting life in the corner, the ignored twins started acting 

clinging once again the moment they heard Eirwen introduced them as his lovers to the youngling 

dragon. They both hugged his waist respectively and kissed his cheeks on both sides. There is a nice 

smile imprinted on their faces at this moment. 

Everyone could even hear Lucien giggling and even the expressionless Adrienne is showing a rare smile 

at this moment. Of course! The golden dragon noticed the arrival and interaction of the twins with the 

pretty mortal. At first, it made her confused but instantly recognized who those two were the moment 

they spoke. 

The sweet smiles on the twins' faces faded to nothingness when facing the huge monster in front of 

them. They've let their sealed aura leak a bit to make sure that the huge lizard in front of them would be 

able to recognize their identities. 

As expected the moment the aura of light and darkness were felt through the atmosphere the dragon 

flinched in fear and terror. It instantly procrastinates on the ground, not even willing to raise her head. 

They could even see her large body trembling to cause a slight tremor to the land itself. 

With the land under their feet shaking, Angela and Viktor were the first to feel uncomfortable because 

of it. Angela Evans is especially affected that her face turned pale while covering her mouth. 

Viktor asked, worrying, "Angie, are you okay?" 

"Urggh~ Want to vomit. What is this earthquake?" complains Lady Evans, a young lady who had a 

motion sickness problem. 

Viktor glanced at the terrified dragon and answered his lover's question, "Not an earthquake. It's 

because of the dragon shivering. Is he frightened by knowing Brother Night is a God?" he said. 

Only Angela recognized the real reason for the dragon's fear. She secretly peeks at the two men 

standing on the right and left spaces beside Eirwen Night. 

'Not because of my brother, instead it was the identities of the men beside Jiejie which made it 

horrified.' thoughts of Lady Evans. 

Adrienne spoke his voice completely devoid of emotion as he said his words for the dragon to hear. 

"You... Did you forget what orders you had received? Are you defying our commands Adasha!?" said 

Adrienne.  

The golden dragon, Adasha, is shaking her head with tears strolling from her eyes. She is currently about 

to wet herself with the intense fear her being is being filled with. 

Adasha started begging, {N-No. No... Please s-spare Adasha... Everything is this Adasha's fault. My Lords, 

please spare Adasha's life wuwu~} whimpered the proud dragon from before. 

Facing the fake smile of the Light God Adasha knew she had forfeited her life due to her pride and 

underestimation of humans. 



"You ignored our direct orders. Did you really think I could find something else to replace you? Absurd! 

Since it is your fault you shouldn't question this lord ending your life right?" said Lucien as he raised her 

hand intending to end the dragon for her rudeness right from the very beginning. 

But before Lucien could end the life of the dragon a petite figure stood to block his path. It was Angela 

Evans. 

"Big Brothers please spare her!!!" shouted Angela as she expanded her arms in attempts to block them 

but the large difference in size made her look pitiful yet at the same time strong. 

The determination within her eyes was nice to see. Eirwen stopped Lucien the moment the young lady 

appeared in front of the dragon. 

"Don't hurt her. She's my younger sister," says Eirwen Night. 

Lucien lowered his hand when Eirwen grabbed him. The dangerous feeling coming from him had halted 

almost immediately as if that tremendous energy from before was just an illusion. 

Muah~ 

The roguish Light God took advantage of Eirwen's lack of vigilance and pecked his red lips. He wanted to 

get the latter to give him a deep kiss but the location isn't good. 

"If that's what you wish then that's what will happen, Honey~" Lucien approached the dragon and the 

human child Angela and her partner who immediately ran over to her side, Viktor. "Adasha, I will start 

the contract between you three. Since you broke your promise the contract will be initiated by me 

instead. It wouldn't be an equal contract but a subordination one. Your two masters would be these two 

children who propose to spare your life be grateful you were spared thanks to them. " 

Lucien started the contract and made it so the three beings in front of him shared the contract. With the 

Master-Servant contract, the golden dragon Adasha had to heed all the commands of her two masters 

without question. Her life was under their control as well. 

While Lucien is starting to oversee the contract between the dragon and the human couple, Eirwen is 

currently pulled into a kiss by the silent Adrienne. There's a fit of clear jealousy imprinted on his face 

when he sees Lucien kiss him. 

"Eira, I want a kiss too," whispered Adrienne as he pulled Eirwen into a hug. 

Only when the sad Dark God heard a soft chuckling enter his ears did he look at his lover's face. A 

pampering gaze and eyes full of love and affection. He really looks so beautiful. 

Eirwen smiled in amusement as he tilted his lips openly for the latter to conquer. 

"Do as you wish, Rienne," says Eirwen with an undertone voice. 

With that permission, Adrienne lowered his head and captured those tantalizing lips which been 

tempting him this whole time. 

Chapter 243: 7.41 Second Violet Star - Remorse 



After helping Viktor Hart and Angela Evans in completing their contract with the golden dragon, Adasha. 

He hurriedly went around to look for his honey and then he witnessed the scene of his elder twin giving 

Eirwen a passionate, deep, and sultry french kiss. 

His black eyes widen in disbelief and anger. He couldn't believe that his elder twin brother took action 

without him. 

"Ah!!! UNFAIR. Let me join too." with these words he ran towards the two and jumped on them. 

Almost instantly the figure of these three had disappeared in the area. Obviously, now that the things 

that involve the children are finished, these lovers who have only met face to face today had so many 

things to talk about. Thus, they left without bringing the others with them. 

The rest were dumbfounded witnessing the scene of Eirwen Night exchanging a steamy kiss with that 

man called Adrienne and the most surprising yet funny about this scene is that Lucien jumped on the 

two regardless of whether they were kissing or not. 

Those who were left behind were dazed and dumbfounded as they started in the direction where the 

three had disappeared. Zhi Yue's eyes glowed when he saw that scene. He immediately says his farewell 

to watching... I mean return to his host's side. 

Zhi Yue said, "Mingming, I'm going to watch... Not that... Hehehe I'm going to return to work. Leave the 

children in your care." 

Before dematerializing and turning back in his form as the little moon avatar. Under the eyes of others 

who had no connection to the system was now unable to see him. System Yue had immediately flown 

out to follow his host and watch them papapa. I mean fulfill his job as the system of Eirwen Night. 

If not for the glowing bright eyes of Zhi Yue from before that Neige would believe him as someone 

dedicated to his work but it seems he is more dedicated to something else. 

Neige dazedly looks at where Zhi Yue just flew off. 

"Amazingly, every time Yue doesn't get killed for watching the Lords do such a thing," murmured Neige. 

Viktor and Angela approached Neige who was the only one left to accompany them together with their 

newly contracted friend, the golden dragon Adasha. 

Angela asked, "Big brother Niege where did they all go?" 

"Personal reasons." replied to Lady Evans's question before moving his gaze at the now silent dragon 

who was scared of her life. "You should make yourself smaller and less suspicious. As a dragon you 

should be able to use disguise magic don't you?" 

Adasha nodded her head and instantly made some changes in her form. Her whole body emits mana 

and it only took a minute for her to transform into a golden fox. Afterward, she jumps towards Angela 

and pretends to be her fur scarf. 

{Since we are contracted I should be able to stay with you 24/7 but if that's not allowed I could also wait 

somewhere near.} 



Lady Evans giggles when he touches the fox on her neck, clearly delighted with Adasha's new form. 

Giggles~ 

"This way should be fine. There are only a few who would be able to recognize you in this form. By the 

way, what is your name? I am Viktor Hart and she is my lover, Angela Evans." 

{I see. My name is Adasha. Masters, it is nice to meet you.}  

Angela rubbed her fur and said, "There is no need to call us masters. You can call us by name, Adasha." 

{But I don't think the Lords would like that?} 

"It's fine. Brother Lou and Brother Addie wouldn't mind. Moreover, we have my Eirwen-ge on our side." 

says Angela. 

Viktor spoke, "Right, it seems Brother Addie and Brother Lou listen to Brother Eirwen's words no matter 

what circumstances." 

Neige spoke, "The children are right. Just continue to protect these two with Snowball and those pixies. 

They would be the most important humans during the war against the demons." 

{Demons vs Humans? Is the Lord not interfering with this matter?} 

"No. The three of them will not get involved in this matter. The only interference they would do is to 

make sure these children would grow up as the future Hero and Saintess. As for the rest of the problem, 

they wouldn't care about it at all." says Neige. 

"Come. You are here for a mission aren't you?" asked Neige to Lady Evans and the crown prince. 

Viktor replies, "Yes, we are here to defeat a wyvern." 

"I see. Then I'll escort you on the way. Don't worry I won't get involved in your battles. Just observe in 

the side and report to my lord afterward. Let's go!" said Neige. 

With this, the three-plus dragon and an ice spirit wolf went deeper in the area of the Nightmare Forest 

to complete their mission. As for the F-rank missions that Neige and Eirwen had taken, it was already 

completed the moment Lord Night killed all slimes by the riverside. 

On the other hand, the location where Eirwen and the twins disappeared to is inside the dimensional 

space owned by Eirwen himself. Their disappearance made it look like they've used teleportation but 

the truth is the twins were pulled inside the separated space under Eirwen Night's control. 

The twin gods were welcomed by a lush forest full of unknown energy which is different from the world 

energy outside of this world. The towering trees that could match even the height of their temple in the 

divine realm, greenies, and florals which are both familiar and unfamiliar to their eyes. Moreover, the 

energy this small world possesses is extremely relaxing for them to bear. 

Eirwen Night pulled away from them and led the way. 

"Follow me. We will talk in the mansion. You guys wanted to know who I am and who you guys are 

right?" said Eirwen. 



Adrienne spoke, "You are not originally from that world where that vessel came from, aren't you? The 

name Eirwen Night is not your real name either." 

Lucien had the same serious expression as his brother. He had also thought a lot of things about Eirwen 

Night that they've even checked his existence from the original world he and the other candidates came 

from. Asking the Heavenly Wills of that world the only answer they've got is that. 

"The child named Eirwen Night existed but... He had died the day the other candidates were summoned 

to your world, Aerd, as a promise." 

The twin understood by then that the Eirwen Night that entered their world is a deviant existence. An 

unknown variable whose being itself came from outside their control. In short, a dangerous existence. 

This is the reason why they've done what that voice is telling them to do and tried to eliminate Eirwen 

Night as to balance the plot of their game. 

What Lucien and Adrienne didn't expect is that Eirwen Night's existence came to be more important 

than their own. When Eirwen Night died that day, the twin finally felt what an agonizing pain and sorrow 

is. Guilt and regret eating their heart and soul every moment of time that Eirwen Night didn't exist in 

their world. An indescribable emptiness and loneliness assaulted their whole being. 

The last two years of Eirwen's death and disappearance almost made them crazy. Especially for 

Adrienne who had personally witnessed and ordered the death of her beloved. The endless nightmares 

about Eirwen made him suffer at the same time. But at least in his dreams, he would be able to see him. 

The twin gods waited for their beloved to answer. They didn't ask him to give an answer but instead 

silently waited. It was at this moment that Eirwen paused his footsteps and looked behind him precisely 

at the twin who was staring at him with eyes full of doubt yet passionate love and yearning. 

Eirwen gave the two his true smile. "My real name is Hei Anjing. As for the rest, you should be able to 

understand it when we get to the mansion." 

Adrienne murmured, "Hei Anjing? Jing... Jing'er?" 

"That last one isn't bad, Addie," said Lucien who heard his elder twin brother murmuring their beloved's 

name. 

They head to the mansion within the dimensional space and continue their conversation there. 

Inside the Mansion. 

The interior of the man is still the same as before. A living room with a fireplace and a wall television, a 

center table and four corner couches. A huge dining hall, entertainment room, study room, library, 

master's bedroom, and guestrooms. 

Nothing had changed since the last world. Except for a few bookshelves full of photobooks. The 

photobooks were labeled according to what type of world it was. There are currently 7 labels on it. The 

last one is Fantasy and it is currently empty. 

The first to three labels are all modernly separated into three types: Entertainment, Music, and 

Business. The fourth label is Supernatural, followed by Beast as fifth and sixth as Apocalypse. 



These words aren't known for a God-like Lucien and Adrienne as they themselves knew the existence of 

the other worlds. It is just that Aerd had contracted a relationship of interchanging with a world called 

modern earth100. 

Right there are lots of earth in the galaxies. There are special phenomena called parallel worlds. Same 

name but different timeline. Among them, the highest realm of Earth is called Vearth. This is the 

treasure grove the Origin God had created himself. 

Lucien and Adrienne were stunned to see the photo books on the nearby bookshelves. Some were taken 

from each and were opened before them. Most photos were about a same-sex couple. They were loving 

and affectionate in all the photos. 

Between the couple, there is always one with similar phoenix-shaped eyes. This person gives the twins 

the feeling of familiarity. When they've looked up to see Eirwen. They saw him smiling at them, his eyes 

doting as if they were the most important in his eyes. 

The twins immediately understood. That these couples in every book are all couples with the same soul. 

Lucien asked, "Are these couples... In each and every world... Jing'er and us!?" he was astonished. 

"We've been married six times and even have a son. Our baby is so smart and adorable. His name is 

Jingxia. You like to call him Xiao Jing. Well you can't see him in this world as his grandparents and 

granduncles from my family had brought him home for vacation." says Eirwen Night while drinking his 

ice choco-strawberry milk tea. 

A hoarse voice can be heard and asked, "Then... The real reason why... you came to this world is... to 

find us!?" 

It was Adrienne who asked the question. He was dazed as he looked at Eirwen with tears falling down 

from his eyes when he saw him nods his head showing his agreement to the words he had asked. 

"And I... ordered you to be... killed...'' his voice turned hoarse as he said those words, Adrienne's voice 

was full of regret and despair. 

He could still remember the scene too clearly in his memories. The pure white dress was suddenly dyed 

in crimson the source of the color was coming out from the pierced chest of that slender body. The 

metal blade passes through from behind his back to the area above the chest. 

Blood splurges like a waterfall and as if a red flower blooming from his chest, the white clothing made 

the scarlet hue more prominent. Eirwen Night's pale figure looks at him with a sad smile on his beautiful 

face but his skin slowly turns bloodless and even those cerise lips turn purple, lacking all vitality. 

This was the hellish scene that his mind could never forget. This is the heaviest mistake he had made 

and the most sorrowful memory in his life. Lucien could also recall that scene of Eirwen's body when he 

was first carried by his brother's avatar to the temple of light in Agios. 

Sallow skin completely lacking vitality, a feeble figure which didn't even have a single hint of inspiration 

coming from him. His phoenix-shaped eyes were closed as is sleeping but even then there is a smile 

suggested in the corner of those purple lips as if he was having a nice dream. If not because of the 



absence of his heartbeat and breathing, Lucien would think that Eirwen Night was only dreaming within 

his elder twin brother's embrace. Their first meeting happens to become their farewell as well. 

"Is there someone who wouldn't go crazy knowing that you are the cause of death of your own 

beloved!?" 

The twins would never forget this scene in their whole life but... Would this really be the last death of 

their beloved they would ever witness? 

Chapter 244: 7.42 Second Violet Star - The Twins and Eirwen Night I 

That scene is the cause of Lucien and Adrienne's endless nightmares. The death of their beloved, no 

matter to whom it happens it wouldn't be surprising if it left a trauma over it. 

Lucien asked, "Honey, is your death two years something you've welcomed without questioning because 

of us or for some other reason?" 

Adrienne immediately shows interest in this question. After thinking about it for a while, Eirwen Night 

had always known that he is otherworlders from a higher realm else why would his memories remain 

every time he entered worlds with him. He wanted to know if the death of his beloved was something 

planned by him or if it was something unexpected due to a reason. 

For Adrienne, his heart would calm down a little if it's the former reason. After all, if it's the former then 

the death or Eirwen Night wouldn't totally be his whole fault. 

Eirwen took a whole before he answered. He noticed the anticipation from the twins and decided to lie. 

Telling the truth would only harm the relationship between the two. If he had honestly answered both 

then the guilt inside the hearts of the twins would remain. 

The real answer is supposed to be both. Eirwen Night had never expected that the twins would decide 

to kill him 2 years ago as he got along well with Duke Damian who is Adrienne's avatar. He never 

expected that the many who spoiled him, joined him during meals, and spent time with him in the plaza 

with the children would suddenly decide to end his life for no reason. 

He accepted his death 2 years ago to make them feel what kind of emotions they would suffer from 

losing him. It was their punishment. Though they don't have the memories as Ye Xiajie, they're feeling 

for him is real. But just the fact that they've listened to that person's voice is enough to show Eirwen 

that even if they were just soul fragments his husband's bloodline disadvantage is still there. 

His husband's bloodline had one problem. Unless they've completed the life mission the head of their 

clan gave, their souls would be under the complete control of the Clan Head. Only when they've 

completed the life mission that they would become free men freed from their bloodline's limit. The 

problem is completing the life mission is almost impossible. Descendants of this race are no different 

than loyal servants to the head. Only the leader of this race had the right to control every descendant's 

life under his control. After all, the race of Ye Gui is the clan with the bloodline of evil demons. They are 

a special killing race created by the God of Creation for entertainment. 

As for whom Siwang based the traits of this race, it was said that Ye Gui is a race created thanks to that 

one person. The anomaly of all realms, who was said to be the cruelest figure whom Shen Siwang had 



defeated countless millennia ago as he was bored enough to destroy even the realm itself. The Evil God, 

Gui Huangye. 

Back to the conversation of the twins and Eirwen Night. 

Eirwen replied, "Yes, it was planned. The holy energy in my body two years ago made me weak like a 

human being. I need to die once to expel the light elements stored in my body. It just happened that I've 

learned that you are trying to kill me. Then you already know what happened next." 

Silence descended inside the mansion. Eirwen turned a blind eye over it but the twins still show guilt 

after hearing the answer from their beloved. In the end, the two could only make their move and make 

their decision. 

The Twin Gods gave their vow to Eirwen Night. They even swore using their Godhead as collateral. 

Lucien and Adrienne kneeled in front of Eirwen and held his hands. 

"This is a vow of life. We, Lucien and Adrienne, Gods of Light and Darkness, swear with our soul, heart, 

and godhead to never harm Eirwen Night for all our lives. We will give him our everlasting love and 

loyalty. Do you accept?" asked the god of light and the god of darkness. 

Eirwen Night who remained expressionless the whole time suddenly smiles at them. His smile at this 

moment isn't the same as his usual mischievousness. Only a true expression of joy and love interwoven 

into one emotion. 

"I accept," he replied. 

Lucien and Adrienne suddenly jumped on him and hugged him. This is especially true for Lucien who had 

witnessed his elder twin brother giving their beloved a deep kiss while he was working alone to help the 

brats. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑚 

"Since you've kissed Addie before I should be allowed to get mine right?~," says Lucien but he wasn't 

really asking as he already lowered his head and captured Eirwen's lips. 

With Adrienne hugging him from behind, Lucien was able to kiss him aggressively without a problem as 

his brother was blocking Eirwen's way out. 

Eirwen tries to speak, "You wai--hmp!! Nng~..." 

The moment he opened his mouth to speak Lucien immediately took this opportunity and slipped his 

tongue inside his beloved's mouth. His tongue chased after Eirwen which was trying to repel him at first 

but in the end, the blonde man took dominance as their tongues entangled with each other. 

In the end, Eirwen could only indulge the man in front of him and wrapped his arms around Lucien's 

neck. Adrienne isn't willing to lose and starts unrobing the whole clothing on their beloved's body. His 

hands slitters inside the robes crawling all over his chest making his body shakes. He could even feel 

Adrienne nibbling shoulder and neck, leaving traces he made himself. His hands were kneading his flat 

chest while teasingly rubs the peaks on his chest. 

"En~" 



Eirwen could feel the heat inside his body rising as his sensitivity enhanced with every touch of his 

lovers. He could even feel Adrienne's hands moving down to his waist rubbing all his sensitive points, it 

didn't take a while for his pants to be removed as well. It was at this moment that Eirwen fiercely fought 

back and accidentally bit Lucien's tongue. 

Lucien hissed in pain, he even thought his tongue was bitten off by his lover. "Ow!" He used light energy 

to immediately heal his wound. "Honey~ what's wrong?" he asked. 

Even Adrienne paused his movement in this event. 

"If you think I've forgotten it then you're dreaming. Why don't you cool off your heads for a moment 

and maybe you'll remember something," says Eirwen as his expression turns cold. 

Then he teleported the twin just outside the mansion where the spring is located. They fell in it and 

we're left drenched in water like soaked ducks. 

Lucien asked, "Addie, did we forget something which made Eira angry?" 

Thinking silently, Adrienne's thoughts wander into nothing. "Let me think for a bit." replies the God of 

Darkness. 

Licking his lips as if savoring what was left behind, Lucien could still feel from his tongue the softness and 

sweetness of their beloved's mouth. 

"That was... Addictive~ he tastes so sweet~ Addie our lover is really more beautiful than any goddess in 

the divine realm." declared Lucien. 

Meanwhile, Adrienne's eyes suddenly narrowed when he heard the word lover coming out from his 

young twin's mouth. He remembered that scene where Lucien had accidentally told Eirwen Night about 

the plot of their game with the Saintess playing the role of their lover. Adrienne could still recall the icy 

tone of their beloved's voice. 

Adrienne seated up from within the spring with a scowl on his face. He started glaring at his younger 

twin brother, Lucien. 

BAM! 

In the end, he couldn't stop himself and hit him on the head. Lucien almost drowned as his brother 

didn't hold back his strength. With one punch he also reached the end of the spring. 

When Lucien was raised from the spring, water spurted from his mouth and nose like a drowned 

hippopotamus. 

"Why did you hit me again, Addie!!?" complains Lucien. 

But he instantly shut up when he saw his elder brother's murderous gaze at this moment Adrienne's 

gold eyes were tainted with anger. 

Lucien calls while backing away, "A-Addie?" 



"You do remember telling Eira about that little girl being our lover right? That little girl called Angela! 

You tattle on useless things without explaining anything properly. It is right that Eira would get angry. He 

is thinking that we like that little girl!" explained Adrienne. 

Only then did Lucien realize the meaning of their lover's reaction. It is not because he hated them that 

they were thrown outside the house. It is because Eirwen thought they had a lover beside him that he 

pushed them away. Now they jumped on the last base with clearing their misunderstanding which 

incurs the anger of their beloved. 

Thinking that things ended up this way because of him slipping words, Lucien could now understand 

Adrienne's anger. It is normal for him to hit him, if he wasn't his twin brother just based on his elder 

brother's ruthlessness and mercilessness, he wouldn't be alive if not because of their relationship as 

twins. 

"This... what should we do, Addie?" asked Lucien. 

Adrienne replied, "We should apologize and explain things clearly with Eira. Lest he chooses to ignore us 

for real when that happens we can only both suffer from it." 

Lucien and Adrienne returned to the mansion and explained everything to their beloved, Eirwen Night. 

Though the truth itself is the secret of this world, they had no care as there isn't any restriction that 

prevents them from telling anyone what they had planned to do for this world, Aerd. 

Upon entering the mansion, Lucien and Adrienne were welcomed by a dull empty house. Not even a 

single light was turned on and the atmosphere inside the place is gloomy and quiet as if no one had lived 

in this house for a very long time. The twin gods spread their mana looking for someone's presence. 

They found their beloved's presence on the upper floor. Based on his current state, he is obviously lying 

down on the bed asleep. 

The Light God noticed his elder twin brother's weird behavior, "What's wrong, Addie?" asked Lucien. 

Adrienne murmured, "Something doesn't feel right..." 

But Adrienne narrowed his eyes in the corner of the house as he felt someone else's presence, 

moreover it was not visible in the eyes of the others and clearly hiding in a space separated from this 

world. The owner of the presence is near and is currently hovering around them. It was observing them 

from another dimension that is outside their control but that doesn't mean they couldn't catch it. 

Punched! Crack! 

Lucien punched the space in front of him and it instantly broke into fragments, a hollow space of abyss 

appeared in front of him. It only had the size of his fist, this is the area that Lucien destroyed to open a 

channel that would allow him to reach out to that other presence. He extended his hand into that space 

and grabbed something from the inside when he pulled back his hand, a fist-sized little glowing moon 

was held within his hand. The light it was emitting was flickering as if it was showing its panicked state. 

"Addie, I caught it. Here you go~" says Lucien as he passes the little moon to his elder twin brother. 

The captured little moon is obviously our cute little moon avatar system, Zhi Yue. 



Zhi Yue's thoughts, 'Fuck! Are these the Lord God's soul fragments!? How the hell did they capture me? I 

was hiding in my own system space!!?' 

He was doing his best to struggle as he wanted to escape. 

'Wuwu~ A Lord God without any memories is scarier than the awakened one! Host! Save me!!!' 

System Yue cries out for help. 

Chapter 245: 7.43 Second Violet Star - The Twins and Eirwen Night II 

The seized System Yue didn't expect that his Lord God's soul fragments would even be able to tear 

through space itself and capture him. Thankfully that he was in his avatar form else these two 

possessive fellows would have slaughtered him on the spot after determining that he is someone that's 

been with their lover 24/7. 

System Yue screams in his mind. 

[My dearest Host saves me, your husband is going to kill me!!!] 

Eirwen Night who was meditating in his sleep was suddenly woken up by his system's screams for help. 

But for some reason, he truly doesn't want to save that ungrateful brat. Who the hell told him to scream 

in my head!? Had he forgotten his space thoughts are connected directly to my mind. 

"Stupid Brat!" Uttered Eirwen's soul as he woke up in reality. But he still slowly stood up from his sleep 

and teleported towards the living room. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑚 

In the living room, Adrienne is staring at System Yue with a gauging gaze. He could still remember this 

thing floating around their beloved two years ago. He thought its existence was something close to 

those ice pixies, whose existence is to protect Eirwen Night. But just a few hours ago he felt the same 

aura from that young-looking lad standing beside Neige before. 

This is a creature that is able to take a human form. The energy coming from it is from a different 

source. It was not the divine energy that they were using nor that energy their beloved was using. It was 

something that is outside this world's control. 

"Who are you? Why are you following Eira? What is it that you plan to do?" asked Adrienne. 

System Yue could even see the killing intent converging within his Lord God's eyes. 

'A Lord God without any memories is even more unreasonable than when he is jealous!!' 

Lucien asked, "Addie, does that thing even speak?" 

"If it could take to form as a human, it should be able to have abilities of communication," answered 

Adrienne. 

Adrienne returned his attention to the little moon in his hands. "Answer! Unless you want to be 

destroyed," says Adrienne coldly while the grip he has towards the object in his hands tightens. 

Zhi Yue, who fears his avatar being destroyed, had no other choice but to answer. 



"Stop! I will answer! I am a system that supports Lord Hei's journey. The name is Zhi Yue. I am not 

following Lord Hei. I was put in this position to serve as his guide. There are no hidden agendas, I am 

only doing the duty that was given to me!" says Zhi Yue. 

Lucien spoke, "It can really speak. What a weird thing!" As he pokes the little moon struggling in his 

brother's hand. 

But before they could continue questioning the little moon it suddenly flew out from Adrienne's hand 

forcefully and ran out of their grasp. When they followed the direction it floated away, the twins saw 

Eirwen Night in his while pajamas and the little glowing moon landing on his hand. 

His silver long hair down unhindered flowing behind his back, the white clothing on his body made him 

look like a little fairy who likes cleanliness. Unfortunately, his expressions at the moment are as cold as 

ice. 

"You two haven't left yet? Or are you saying that you've finally remembered what I want to know," says 

Eirwen. With this opportunity, Zhi Yue had once again hidden himself inside his space. Leaving these 

couples who turned irrational due to jealousy. 

Seeing that the man in front of them is giving them the opportunity to explain lessens the bad mood 

Adrienne had. He approached Eirwen and held his hand and escorted him towards the couch. Lucien 

took the other side of Eirwen and sat beside him. Once the three of them sat on the couch, Adrienne 

started slowly clearing up the misunderstanding between them. 

"Eira, please believe my words. That little girl from before... I and Lou have no relationship with her. If 

there is something then, she is only a role player in the game between Lou and I. 

Lou and I have existed for too long. We had no attachments to the mortal world and only had each 

other as family. But leaving for eternity is boring which is why we had chosen to make the mortal realm 

as a game board. In which I and Lou fight against each other separated by the sides of light and 

Darkness. 

We used our avatars to play the roles for our game. On my side my avatars are made up of the demon 

lord, curse duke Damian, and Empire's regent, Raine." says Adrienne. 

Lucien included himself in the conversation and reported his avatars identities. 

"Mine is the pope, Empire's hero Lucien and Head Priest in Kingdom Hart," says Lucien. 

"We used these identities to play the roles of the game plots we made to make things interesting. We 

took people from earth to be summoned in this world. Before was a hero and in this era is the Saintess. 

The Saintess plays a special role in our game. She is a special character that would meet us in the end 

once she saves the world we were supposed to give her a choice. Whether she stays here or returns to 

where he comes from. 

About her having the role of a lover... Is nothing but a spice we had included before you arrived. She is 

nothing to us. Everything in this world has nothing that can be compared to you." explained Adrienne. 

Lucien says, "Please believe us, Eira." said the god of light. 

The only comment of the silver-haired beauty is short. "I see," said Eirwen. 



The twin was stunned to only hear words as responses from their beloved. Because of this they still 

thought that Eirwen was still angry. 

Lucien asked, "Honey, are you still angry?" 

"I'm not really angry before. Just a bit... Jealous since you called Angie your lover so..." replied Eirwen 

Night. 

"Honey~~" 

Once the misunderstanding between them had been cleared, the gloominess within Lucien and 

Adrienne's eyes faded; this time they were only smiling at their beloved as if he was the only one they 

could see. The twins hug Eirwen, squeezing in between. They were allowed to kiss and caress him all 

over but Eirwen stopped them when they planned to remove his pajamas. 

"No. I'm not in the mood. Moreover, I'm really tired today. Destroying the boundary took up too much 

energy." says Eirwen as he teleported all three of them to the master's bedroom. 

"You two take a bath first. I will wait for you to finish bathing. The clothes are in the wardrobe using 

anything which could fit you. Those are your clothes anyway. Let me nap for a bit." says Eirwen as he 

lays down on the bed and closes his eyes. 

Lucien and Adrienne could only look at each other and helplessly smiled. After giving Eirwen a kiss on 

both cheeks, the twin stands up and makes preparations for bathing. 

Lucien says, "Do you want to go first, Addie?" 

"Sure," replies Adrienne. 

But while taking some clothes from the cabinet, they heard Zhi Yue's voice in the room. 

[My Lords, why don't you just take one at the same time. The bathroom is large as the host and the lord 

used to take a bath most of the time before.] 

"You seem to be not afraid of us killing you?" says Adrienne. 

[You can't. Because if you do Lord Hei would get angry. Moreover, it was because of your orders that I 

stay by the host's side in the first place.] 

"So It is true that we and Eira used to be coupled in the few worlds?" said Lucien. 

[Of course! After all, the host's only reason for this world-hopping journey is because of you Lords.] 

Adrienne asked, "Then you must know why we don't have the memories which we share with Eira and 

why we had split into two?" 

[My Lords, I will answer you honestly. Even I don't even know why you had split in this world. It must be 

because this world needs both light and darkness to keep it in balance which is why the Lords had split 

into two. This is just a guess. As for why the lords had no memories of the hist is simple. Because the 

two of you had split your souls were only halves of each other. Unless you are complete the memories 

would not exist. 



But please remember regardless of whether you have or have no memories of your past lives, Lord Hei 

will still love you unconditionally. Because your soul is the soul of his husband. His other half in all 

eternity.] 

Lucien and Adrienne replied, "Now we know." 

"Actually, we've felt it all along, that he would become our most precious person when I first saw him," 

said Lucien with a smile. 

"Our meeting in the palace was never wrong. It was destined for us to meet him here in this world," said 

Adrienne. 

Zhi Yue didn't speak anything further afterward. The twins knew that the weird creature had gone hiding 

in that separated space from this world. They decided to take a bath and laid down beside Eirwen Night 

and slept like normal humans for the first time. In the first place Gods never needed to sleep. But with 

their beloved by their side, the vigilance they had all up in their whole life faded. Closing their eyes the 

last figure they saw is a sleeping Eirwen. Hugging their lovers' waist to sleep, the twin closed their eyes 

to rest. 

In their minds, "Tonight the nightmares would cease to exist." 

--- 

On the other hand in the Divine Realm. 

Upon witnessing their rulers descending in the mortal realm, the Gods and Goddess, who remained 

turned the realm chaotic. Now that the two beings they've feared the most are gone, the restraint in 

their emotions has disappeared. 

They could now do whatever they wanted. Among the four main gods in the divine continent, the 

greediest among all of them had taken this as an opportunity to enter the Divine Temple to take the 

throne. It is well-known that only the True God who sat on the Divine Throne can be called the 

Sovereign. All this time that throne is occupied by the twins and Avel, the Wind God had never accepted 

that in his heart. 

He wanted more. He wanted everything to fall under his control. He thought that everything should be 

his if not for the Twin Gods. 

The Wind God, Avel, stood at the stairs towards the Divine Temple. Looking at the empty place with no 

one guarding it. With a wide grin on his face, the wind god murmured, 

"The owners of the throne in the heavens are gone. No one would complain if I steal right~?" 

Chapter 246: 7.44 Second Violet Star - Trials for the Throne 

The twins and Eirwen Night spend the evening in his dimensional space. Because he didn't contact Neige 

all day, after accompanying the young couple for their mission to defeat a wyvern, Neige sends the 

things listed in their tasks. The Adventurer's Guild was quite welcoming towards the Ice Spirit King as 

they didn't know his real identity. The Elf named Speria from before only treated Neige with respect due 

to the feeling his senses are telling him. That man, Eis, Neige's name in disguise, is quite a lowkey yet 

strong person. 



Speria the elf spoke, "You need to complete 46 more F-rank tasks to upgrade your guild card to E-rank. 

Either that or... Do you want to use a mana appraiser if you're a magic user but if you're a physical user 

you must fight someone from our guild to test your level of strength?" 

Neige just nodded his head but the other man beside him who looked like he was wearing a disguise as 

well suddenly spoke. This man is Araysh in disguise. After learning from his lover that his Lords had 

descended after Eirwen Night had destroyed the boundaries between the mortal and divine realm, he 

immediately asks someone else to work as his substitute as Duke Damian. 

He let his substitute work in the kingdom using his disguise face the royals of the kingdom knew. While 

he came to accompany his lover in serving the lords. Araysh knew that Lord Lucien and Lors Adrienne 

would most likely indulge Lord Eirwen in anything. Playing the role of a pig to play with the tigers for 

entertainment would most likely happen. They would do anything Eirwen Night would do. 

Neige replies, "We'll talk about an upgrade when the rest are here. For now, can we have an 

appointment with your Guild master for tomorrow?" 

"Appointment with the Guild Master? This... I don't think..." The Elf Speria currently didn't know how to 

answer Neige's request. 

BAM! 

It was at this moment that the man beside him slammed a token in front of him. 

"Is it still not possible with this token?" says the man beside Eis. 

Speria's eyes widened in shock when they saw the extraordinary token of twin dragons before him. This 

is the token used by the royalties of the empire itself. But he couldn't recognize the man in front of him, 

Speria knew almost all of the people who serve the Hero Lucien and the Regent, Raine. 

"Allow me to borrow this token for a moment. I will directly ask the Guild Master about this!" says 

Speria. 

"No need to call for me. I am here." a voice said. 

It was at this moment that a dark elf with a muscular figure appeared before them. He was wearing a 

respectable robe for a magician and held a long wooden wand on his right. His skin color is dark like 

most dark elves but his presence shows his strength. 

Speria the elf calls, "Guild Master!" 

But in front of the man who had shown the token of twin dragons, this guild master was extremely 

respectful. After staring at the twin dragons of gold and black carved on the black token itself, this guild 

master was astonished. He politely returned the black token with both of his hands towards Araysh. 

"Dark elf, Kirk, will arrange for everything your lord needs." says the guild master named Kirk. 

Araysh took the token and responded, "Good. Prepare everything. I am not the important person you 

would be meeting tomorrow but the two of us would be escorting them here. Welcome them not too 

open as one of the lords hates crowds and noise. Be warned." he says. 



"Kirk understands. Will definitely pay attention to details." 

Neige spoke, "We don't know when we will come over tomorrow. It would depend on the Lords when 

we will come over." 

The Dark elf Kirk stared at Neige in confusion at first but when he felt the strong mana full of ice essence 

coming from this man, he immediately recognized him. 

"Y-Your high-----..." 

Cough! With Araysh warning, the dark elf Guild Master paused his words and instantly lowered his head 

for an apology. He knew that these men's true identities aren't average. They weren't even mortals at 

all. 

'This man is the Ice Spirit King of Ivern. It was said that his strength is close to that of a God. But he is 

serving someone as an attendant!?' The Guild Master's Thoughts. 

"We shall take our leave." says Araysh as he held Neige's hand and said to the latter, "The lords would 

definitely be busy for today. Let's arrange few more things before eating dinner." 

Neige nodded his head and replied, "Look for a mansion not far from the city but it must be secluded 

and away from the others." 

"I know exactly where that place is. I'll show it to you first. But we need to meet a few people in that 

place just to inform them ahead of time. Shall we go?" says Araysh as he extends his hand towards 

Neige. 

Neige stared at his hand for a few minutes before reaching out. Araysh held the ice spirit king's hand 

with a smile as they walked away ignoring everyone's gaze on them. 

Not a while after the pair had left. The Guild Master stared at their disappearing figure from the distance 

before exhaling a sigh of relief. 

The elf Speria asked, "Guild Master, you know who they are?" he whispered secretly to his leader. 

Kirk glanced at the elf standing beside him and answered, "One is a messenger to the supreme beings 

and the other is the closest man to being a God." 

"Then aren't they....!!!?" exclaimed Speria but didn't dare to complete his words. He had no right to call 

those Divinities' names. 

Kirk sighed, "Prepare everything with the intention of welcoming a God. You can even take anything 

from your own pocket just to make sure that everything for tomorrow must be completed with 

perfection." 

The Elf, Speria, and the other guild staff responded, "Yes! Guild Master!" 

Meanwhile at the Kingdom of Hart. 

The crown prince, Viktor Hart, and the future Saintess, Angela Evans had successfully returned to the 

Kingdom with the Wyvern King they've killed. They were openly welcomed by their people as they 



parade their return. The roads of the town were full of people welcoming the crown prince and the 

candidate saintess of the kingdom. 

"Prince Viktor and Lady Evans, Welcome Back!!!" 

"Wow~ look at the Wyvern the prince and my lady had to subjugate. It's so big~" 

"I heard they've gone to the Nightmare Forest on their own and killed a Wyvern with just the two of 

them." 

"They are really strong. With the two of them in our kingdom, those demons and fallen would never be 

able to enter our kingdom!" 

"Doesn't that make them seem to be the Hero and the Saintess in the legend!?" 

"That seems right~" 

"Talking about the future Saintess, have you heard Lady Laurel decline to join this Wyvern Expedition 

saying that it would fail. She even declared its failure. See how the results are. The Crown Prince and 

Lady Evans completed with flying colors." 

"Snort! I'm sure she was just scared. Rumors say her level is even lower than the Young Lady Evans. She 

locks herself in the palace playing with those useless nobles who only know how to bully and use 

commoners!" 

"Is she even really a Saintess Candidate? Why does she not look like one? I've seen her before, she 

flaunts her body like a prostitute." 

"No way! Aren't the candidates for the Saintess must be pure!?" 

"That's why I told you that it's weird that she became a saintess candidate!?" 

"Woa~ that seems quite right. Anyway, we have Lady Evans with us. Lord Night had chosen her as the 

Saintess instead of Lady Laurel. As the God of winter which protects our kingdom, Lord Night's words 

are right." 

"That's right. With the Crown prince as the future hero and Lady Evans as the Saintess plus the blessing 

from Lord Night. Our kingdom would remain safe at all times." 

In the castle, at the King's throne room. The Crown Prince, Viktor Hart, and Lady Evans had formally 

greeted King Argus upon their return. Seated on the golden throne King Argus had a huge smile on his 

handsome face. He was truly delighted that his eldest son and Lady Evans had completed their mission 

without any problems. 

The third prince, Elliot Hart, and Lady Laurel had failed their mission. Unlike the first pair's mission of 

subjugating a wyvern, their mission is to kill the earth dragon. A huge monster-like lizard with a bit of 

dragon bloodline. Unlike the Wyvern which governs the sky, the earth dragon governs the land instead. 

These two missions are personally given by King Argus. He gave trials to the future king candidates for 

the throne. The first trial is Subjugation which Viktor and Angela completed while Elliot and Bela failed. 



In front of the King, the two princes and the two ladies bow in front of him. Beside him stood the 

strongest mage in the kingdom, Archmage Alexis. 

King Argus, "You may stand." 

The four in front of him stood as they were told. One is that the pair were smiling proudly while the 

other pair had a gloomy expressions on their faces. The first pair is Viktor and Angela who completed 

the first trial while the other pair is Elliot and Bela, expressions who lost many men during the 

subjugation. Third Prince Elliot even broke an arm during the mission. 

Since Bela Laurel's level is too low her ability to use light magic is weak as well. Her cure magic could 

only close up open wounds, but internal injuries cannot be restored. This is why even if the third prince 

had uninjured skin his broken bone arm remains. Moreover, they were summoned to the castle directly 

and weren't able to drop by the chapel to have his hand cured. 

On the other hand, Viktor and Angela healed themselves flawlessly thanks to their blessing from the 

God of Light being maxed. Not only Angela herself had a huge level up, she has a light fairy and a holy 

dragon by her side. It is only expected that they could fully heal themselves to perfection. 

King Argus spoke, "You've all returned. The results were out. The third prince and Lady Laurel had failed 

their first trial of subjugating the Earth-Dragon. While the crown prince, Viktor Hart, and Lady Evans had 

successfully defeated the Wyvern. 

For this first trial, I announced that the winner is the Crown Prince!" 

The nobles who supported the crown prince were delighted by such an event. After all, King Argus had 

announced that he would be giving the rightful princes trials for the throne and only the winner would 

be able to sit on the position of the king. 

The first trial was Subjugation. One was allowed to choose whether it would be the king of the sky or the 

land. The first one who chooses is the third prince, Elliot Hart. With Bela Laurel's memories of her 

previous life, she already knew that this trial was a bust. In short, no one would be able to complete it. 

So, she whispered to the third prince to choose a weaker opponent which is the land. Lady Laurel 

cheated and told the third prince the monsters under the two categories. 

The king of the sky, the Wyverns. After the dragons had secluded themselves from the other races, 

Wyverns had become active and secured the throne of the sky. On the other hand, the king of the land, 

the Earth Dragon, rules the forest due to their quarter bloodline as dragons even though they were just 

lizards whose size was larger than normal. 

Between the Wyvern and the Earth Dragon, fighting something that doesn't fly would be easier to 

target. The third prince understood this as well and chose the land category. But what they didn't expect 

is that the Earth Dragon in the Nightmare Forest had awakened its dragon bloodline. Now its strength 

can be considered as half-dragon. This is the real reason why Elliot Hart and Lady Laurel lost lots of men. 

Except for Heroes, it is almost impossible for the others to slay a dragon. 

On the other hand, Viktor Hart and Lady Evans were able to successfully bring down the Wyvern 

because of the help of Adasha, the golden dragon. As a pureblood dragon, even if Adasha is a young 



dragon, her presence itself is considered divine. She is a divine beast most beasts and monsters revered 

and feared her. As soon as she released her aura, the Wyvern had quivered and fell from the sky.  

As long as the wyvern fell to the land, it would be easy for Viktor and Angela to defeat it. These two 

were currently the strongest warrior and youngest genius mage from Kingdom Hart. With Neige 

watching at the sideline, their lives were secured to safety as the Ice Spirit King would never allow them 

to die in his presence lest his lord, Eirwen Night, get angry. 

With the Ice Spirit King's presence and Adasha's support, Viktor and Angela defeated the Wyvern. It took 

long hours to do so but in the end, they were still successful. At the end of the first trial for the throne, 

the Crown Prince, Viktor Hart earned the points. 

Chapter 247: 7.45 Second Violet Star - Second Trial 

As soon as the announcement for the first trial results were out, the crown prince's supporters had 

encircled around Viktor Hart and Lady Evans. They were all joyous with their chosen future king winning 

the first trial. Moreover, the Subjugation of a Wyvern is a royal merit. It shows the strength of the crown 

prince as a warrior. Plus, the chosen candidate for the position of the Saintess had shown her abilities 

quite well. Not only that since Lady Angela had been friendly and honest by nature, these old men and 

women like her a lot. 

Congratulations your highness Viktor and Lady Evans thank you for your good work! 

As expected to the chosen one! Your Highness. 

You did good Prince Viktor! My Lady Evans. 

The Crown Prince Viktor suddenly announced, "Hahaha~ Everything is thanks to Angie! She had given 

her best to support me. I am forever grateful to her." 

"No. All the hard work was done by Vivi. I've only supported you well. I didn't do that much." says 

Angela while blushing as she lowered her head in embarrassment. 

Viktor laughed when he saw the usual naughty and proud girl in that forest acting so humble at this 

moment. Unlike others who would use this time to act a bit, he knows that this is Angela's real 

personality. She would get embarrassed if someone had praised her to the moon. 

Meanwhile at the side of the Third Prince. Lady Laurel is biting her thumbnail in frustration. She could 

accept how Viktor Hart and the little girl, Angela Evans were able to defeat the Wyvern. 

"How did they do it!? Impossible! In my memories, the third prince almost died fighting that thing and 

the crown prince lost an arm when fighting with the Earth Dragon! But in the end, no one was able to 

subjugate any of the two!?" murmured Lady Laurel in her disbelief. 

The third prince, Elliot Hart's eyes narrow dangerously when he overhears Bela Laurel's murmurings. 

The words 'In my memories' and the details inwardly startled this prince's heart. In his mind, the third 

prince had been feeling awkward with every Lady Laurel's request. 

First is the thing with Eirwen Night's death. She had chosen a good opportunity to sell herself to the 

crowd securing her candidacy as the Saintess but unexpectedly Eirwen Night's popularity was too much 

and failed. 



The second one is her plan to get the favor from Hero Luciel of Empire. What she planned that day was 

good as well unfortunately she failed because Eirwen Night interfered. 

Then this latest one is this. Even before the announcement of which monster equates sky and land, Bela 

Laurel already knew that the sky would have the Wyvern and the land would be the Earth-Dragon. At 

first, the third prince thought that it was a coincidence but now he thinks otherwise. 

Third Prince, Elliot Hart's thoughts, 'If her words had meaning then... She would deem herself more 

useful in the future.' 

At this moment King Argus suddenly speaks, "Silence." 

Once the throne room was quiet, the king had finally started talking once again. "Alexis," he calls for his 

friend to explain what the second trial entails. 

"I will now tell you the content of the next trial," said Archmage Alexis. 

"The trial is about Magic Knowledge. You will have to enter the Magic Tower in the Empire and the one 

who would reach the most floor wins. In this trial who is able to ask for help to climb the Magic Tower. 

You guys have one month before you can report to us the details. 

By the way, you cannot lie about your own result. I would leave a few people to observe you guys for 

this whole month. The Magic Tower of the Empire is different from ours. It is made of unknown ruins 

and to reach the highest level one will need to under varying circumstances. 

There is also an outcome of you not being able to come out or even dying inside the tower. Make your 

choice. The road to becoming the king is never easy." explained Archmage Alexis. 

"Any questions?" 

The third prince glanced at Angela and the archmage. "Lord Archmage, is asking for help in this trial 

possible?" 

"No. During the trials bestowed by the king, my stance will be completely Neutral until the end," replied 

Archmage Alexis. "My dear Angie, you cannot ask for help with our magic tower for this event." 

Angela answered, "I understand, Grandfather." 

"Any more questions?" asked Archmage Alexis. 

The Crown Prince, Viktor Hart raised his hand, "If... If we got the help of someone divine... Would it be 

considered cheating?" he asked. 

This one question of Viktor stunned everyone. The being of Divinity means a God. Old rumors say that 

some Gods still exist in this mortal realm. Some even descended and some can be contacted by some 

means. But the way to call Gods had an equal exchange. It could be your life, your magic, or even the 

soul itself. It was never easy to ask for help from God. 

Bela Laurel suddenly snorted and said, "If you are going to ask help from that man then you are wasting 

your time. He is only a newly born God, his knowledge about this world is too little." 



She was talking about the secret of the Kingdom. Everyone from the peak authority knew that Eirwen 

Night had become a God and he had a sibling relationship with Angela Evans. 

The Crown Prince, Viktor Hart responded, "Lady Laurel. You... Do not seem to believe the capabilities of 

our Guardian God." 

"Of course! I do n---" 

"Shut up, Bela Laurel," said Elliot Hart. 

Bela Laurel whose words were suddenly cut off felt she was being wrong but she is under the magic 

contract with the third prince and had no other choice to shut her mouth. 

King Argus was the one who answered the Crown Prince's question. 

"You may ask help from the Gods but... The kingdom must not get involved with any exchange you will 

make with the Divinity. Once this condition is broken you will lose the right for the throne." says King 

Argus. 

The Crown Prince and third prince accepted their next trials. As soon as they were dismissed, the pair 

bumped into each other on their way. Lady Laurel didn't hide her envy towards Lady Evans. 

"Tell me. Did you meet Eirwen Night at the Nightmare Forest? Is that why you were able to defeat the 

Wyvern!?" said Bela Laurel. 

Angela frowns for a bit and immediately hides behind her lover. She peeks from behind the crown 

prince and avoids Lady Laurel as she always did before. After all, Eirwen Night always wanted her not to 

be alone with this scheming woman. 

"We didn't get help from Eirwen-ge. But... Our new weapons came from him. Eirwen-ge says it's a gift 

from his lovers to us. Brother Lou and Brother Addie gifted it to me and Vivi me. We only used it to 

defeat the Wyvern." says Angela. This honest and naive little girl couldn't lie and told Bela Laurel the 

truth. 

Bela and Elliott frown when they've heard that Eirwen Night's lovers are both men and there's two of 

them. Though in this world same-sex relationships and polygamy are normal, otherworlder like Bela 

Laurel and Angela Evan who came from earth feels this relationship is weird. 

Angela Evans didn't think much as long as her brother was happy. Moreover, based on their first 

meeting, Brother Lou and Brother Addie both love Eirwen-ge the most which is why she didn't think 

much about this relationship. 

Bela Laurel murmured with disgust on her face, "What the hell!? He is gay!"  

"Shut up. What your mouth! Same sex relationship is normal here!" rebuked Angela Evans 

Meanwhile, Viktor thinks this is normal. After all, Eirwen Night is no longer mortal. As a God, no one is 

able to say something about his relationships. The Third Prince's thought wanders more to the new 

equipment they've received from Eirwen Night's lovers. There is no way God's lovers would be ordinary 

mortals. It can only be said that his lovers would be gods like him but he didn't expect Eirwen to get two 

lovers at the same time. 



"Elder brother is lucky. To receive weapons from the Gods," says Elliot with a fake smile. 

Viktor responded quite well and said, "It is all thanks to my Angie!" while glancing at Lady Laurel beside 

the third prince. As if saying, your choice is the wrong one, not mine. The third prince's lips twitched 

when he saw his elder brother's angelic smile. 

"We shall take our leave. I hope my elder brother would not mind," says Elliot Hart. 

Viktor Hart replies, "Be on your way, third brother." 

Once the third prince had said his words he took his leave and didn't look back anymore. He had 

embarrassed himself enough for today. he also drags away Bela Laurel who keeps glaring at Lady Evans 

as if she wanted to eat her alive. It shows how much hate she has for the young lady. 

As they see that the other pair is far from them, the fake smile on the crown prince's face fades as well. 

Angela held his hand to comfort him. She knew how much her boyfriend disliked fighting with his 

brothers. 

"It's okay, Vivi. As long as you become the king, I'm sure Elliot would stop thinking about the throne. 

Moreover, I'm sure that those two are just using each other. There is no way Bela is enough for the third 

prince. Eirwen-ge always complains about how scheming she is. Don't you know how much she had 

partied when he heard of Eirwen-ge's death two years ago?" says Angela. 

Viktor Hart felt his heart warmed when he held the slender yet soft hands holding his. He also knows 

how important the owner of this hand is in his life. 

"Angie even if I don't become the king in the end. I promise that I will make sure you will be happy in our 

whole life," says Viktor. 

Angela Evans smiled at him and said, "I know. I believe you, Vivi." 

--- 

Meanwhile, in Eirwen Night's Dimensional space. Eirwen Night was the first one to open his eyes. The 

sunlight hits his eyes as soon as he opens them. But when he tries to move his body he couldn't do so as 

there are two arms tightly holding on his waist. Looking to his right and left, he saw that Lucien and 

Adrianne were still sleeping. He decided to lay down on the bed waiting for them to wake up. Instead, 

he passes his time talking to his system. 

"Yue, are you there?" 

[I'm here, host. Is there a problem?] 

"Nothing much. I just wanted to ask if these two did something to me while I'm sleeping?" 

[They did nothing after taking a bath and sleeping beside the host while hugging you to sleep.] 

"Is this for real?" 

[I know the host doesn't believe it. As the Lord God had always been shameless. But Yue is telling the 

truth, they didn't do a thing. I've been waiting all night to record... I mean to watch over the host and 

wake the host up if something happens,] 



"Are they still that man who removed all my clothes in my sleep saying that he suddenly felt his body 

heated in desire, did this and did that in my sleep in the last world?" 

[Right~ I couldn't believe this too. By the way, Host...] 

"What is it?" 

[You do know you are talking to Yue with your own mouth and not in your mind right?] 

"Obviously... Aren't I using my own mouth to speak?" 

[There is something I forgot to inform the host.] 

"For some reason, I don't feel that the next words would be good." 

[Lord Adrienne and Lord Lucien are Gods. Gods don't really need to sleep. So...] 

Even before Yue's words were completed Eirwen Night already started struggling but the arms on his 

waist just tightened even more preventing all his antics to escape. 

[In short, the two of them heard everything the host had said! Good Luck, Host!] 

"You fucking pit digger! Don't escape on your own! Bring me with you." screamed Eirwen as he saw the 

two men who had their eyes closed just now, are currently staring at him with an excited gaze. The two 

obviously heard every word of exchange he made with his system. 

[Sorry~ Host. The system is currently offline.] 

Lucien smirks as he slithers his hands inside Eirwen's pajamas. "Honey~ I heard you wanted us to do 

something bad~" On the other hand Adrienne already sat up and held up Eirwen's hands locking it up 

with one grip while his other hand was already unbuttoning the latter's pajamas. 

"I didn't say anything like that!" says Eirwen. "Ah~ Watch where your hands are going!?" says Eirwen as 

he could only watch the twin slowly removing his clothes one at a time. 

"Don't worry my dear we will prepare you well," says Adrienne. 

The struggling Eirwen Night retorted, "Prepare well your ass! Two won't fit right away!" 

[Host, do you wish to redeem something from the System Mall. Yue is ready to provide you anything~] 

"Shut up, you little shit!" 

Chapter 248: 7.46 Second Violet Star - The Twin Beasts [M] 

--- 

Dimensional Space is owned by Eirwen Night. 

Inside the Master's Bedroom, the sounds of groans and moans echo from the inner area. At the king-

sized bed, three figures were entangling at each other. The two of the men were sandwiching the petite 

figure in between them. Placed at the center of Lucien and Adriene is Eirwen Night who is now naked 

and his hands were gripped above his head by Adrienne. All three of them were in their birthday suits. 



On the other hand, Lucien is seated in between his long jade-like legs. There's a tinted red blush on 

Eirwen's cheeks as he struggles to close his legs but is unable to. 

Biting his lower lips, Eirwen glares at Lucien who placed himself in between his legs, there are tolling 

tears at the corner of his phoenix-shaped eyes making him look sultry and full of desires. 

"You! I'll kick you if you don't get away from there!" shouted Eirwen but for the twins, they can only 

hear him acting coquettish towards his lovers. 

With a teasing smile in the corner of his lips, Lucien traces Eirwen's body with his finger. From soft cerise 

lips to his sharp yet small chin down to his sensitive neck then to his chest where those perky peaks 

were located going even lower to his cute navel and reaching the proud excited member of Eirwen. 

The sensitivity of Eirwen's body arises with Lucien's lingering touches. Lucien and Adrienne watch as 

their beloved's body twitches at even feather-light brushes of Lucien's fingers. 

"Ah~ nmm~" Eirwen bit his lips to stop his moans from escaping his mouth but he never expected that 

Adrienne would forcefully keep his mouth parted with his thumb forcing its way inside his lips. 

"Hmn! Leth goh! I'm ghoing tho bite your fhinger." 

Glaring at Adrienne with glaring yet hazy eyes just made the latter feel even more heated under the 

gaze of Eirwen Night. He couldn't hold back his excitement and lowered his head to capture those lips. 

"En~ Mnn~ ha~" The Dark God aggressively captured his tongue and sucked on it. He even used his 

tongue to trace his mouth, his gums, and teeth leaving him a numbing yet pleasurable feeling. "Un~ 

ah~" 

Lucien pouted as he saw his elder brother and lover ignore him until his eyes wandered at that cute 

thing twitching under his gaze, there's a bit of wetness at the tips as if enticing him to tease it. A smirk 

appeared on his handsome face as he lowered his head and opened his mouth to enjoy what was served 

in front of his eyes. Both rows of his teeth grazed against that slightly swollen member of his beloved 

while his dextrous tongue followed behind, licking him in a quick motion tracing its shape. 

The stimulation was so strong that Eirwen's eyes widened in shock and was about to clamp his legs only 

for Lucien to grip his inner thighs and spread it even wider so that he could see the twitching hidden 

cavern in between those flesh mounds. Eirwen only felt his member being engulfed within a hot cave 

which made him flinch as the skin on his rod was scraped by teeth of the Light God. His moans were 

swallowed by the Dark God who was busily entangling with his tongue. 

Mnn! His moans were muffled by the one giving him a kiss. Lucien didn't stop with just that, he used his 

free hands to entertain that twitching hole. He used his index finger to probe Eirwen's opening. The 

place never had anything inserted before and it was incredibly tight, because of it the entrance of the 

finger was a bit painful for Eirwen. 

Eirwen who hated pain second after boredom had freed his hands from the Dark God's clutches and 

grabbed Adrienne's hair forcefully pulling him away from his lips, as their kiss was halted a long silver 

line of saliva connected their lips which broke as soon as Eirwen spoke. 

"Yue, I would like to redeem that special set from the System Mall!" said Eirwen. 



[Item set redeemed! Thanks for buying~ The host now only has four tickets for redemption tickets.] 

As soon as System Yue's voice was heard a pile of sex goodies piles up like a small mountain beside the 

bed. Startling both the twins with those unknown objects. They watched as Eirwen crooked his index 

finger once and a huge transparent yet embarrassing pink bottle flew towards his hand. On the pink 

bottle's body is a big lettering word of 'Spring fever: Aphrodisiac and Lubricant in one. Fast-acting and 

extremely heavenly you won't regret using it! Strawberry flavor.' 

"Here! Use it there! Don't just poke it with your fingers. I'll get injured! I'm not a woman, it would 

become wet instantly even if I'm excited." said Eirwen but on his face is an expression of 

embarrassment. "Pull out your finger and give me your hand," he said to Lucien. 

The stunned Lucien pulled out his mouth from Eirwen's rod and extended his hand. Eirwen opened the 

pink bottle of lubricant with an aphrodisiac and poured a lot on his hand. He even ignores it spreading 

and staining the bed sheet underneath. 

Passing the bottle to Adrienne who received it dazedly, Eirwen relaxed his body and leaned his weight 

on the Dark God behind him. 

"C-Continue... You've planned to do it together right? P-Prepare me properly, this body is an untouched 

virgin. I'll die if you don't spread me well." Eirwen explains but at every word the blush on his face 

deepens that even his ears and neck were tinted in red. 

Lucien and Adrienne chuckle when they've seen Eirwen's self-conscious yet wanton state. Clearly, the 

excitement the two had wanted to trigger was activated well. 

"Don't worry, honey~ I'll go at it gently~" whispered Lucien as his full of lubricant hands slowly once 

again worked on that private cave and proud rod in front of him. Spreading the lubricant on both his 

hands he resumes his former actions but this time with tools to make things easier. 

Forcibly enduring the stimulation caused Eirwen's swollen member to twitch faintly while Lucien 

massaged the rims of the hole under his fingers. Eirwen could only nod and watched seriously as 

Lucien's fingers played with his hole. That numb and tingly feeling was even more pronounced than 

when the organ above was being touched. He was beginning to feel an itch coming from below due to 

the probing actions and special content of the lubricant. 

Eirwen Night's body heated incredibly unbearable due to the strong effects of the lubricant. The twins 

could even see him moving his hips in a downward and upward motion, following the movements of 

Lucien's fingers inside of him. The itch from that place is a bit too much to ignore that Eirwen could only 

hold on to Adrienne's arms to pull himself up, a series of disorderly moans come out of his lips. 

"Ah~...mnn~ Ha! Ugh~... en~" Lucien spread his fingers like a pair of scissors, pushing apart the warm 

tunnel that had already become slightly engorged, revealing the secret place that nobody had seen 

before. The twins watched as Eirwen lost himself to pleasure making their members swelled by the 

lustful scene of their beloved. "Honey~ how does it feel?~" 

"En~ Itchy... d-deeper~" honestly replied Eirwen as his nails dug on Adrienne's arms, his teary-filled eyes 

stare blankly at Adrienne who was immediately bewitched by those lustrous eyes looking at him. 

"Rienne~ I want... to kiss... Ahn~" Adrienne fulfilled his wish and gave him an aggressive and deep kiss. 



While kissing his beloved Adrienne remembers the bottle that was passed on to him before, he 

remembered reading the special content Aphrodisiac in it. With a pluck, the bottle was opened and a 

sticky substance was poured all over Eirwen's chest. He used his fingers to spread the liquid on his 

beloved's chest and felt him flinched due to the coldness of the fluid, with both of his hands tracing 

Eirwen's ribs, tummy, and chest, he played with his beloved perky nipples, and as he expected the 

reaction from Eirwen's sensitive body was double. 

"Unm!" Adrienne pinched and flicked on those ripe cherries while continuing entangling and thrusting 

his tongue into his beloved's throat. The slender and white body under them continues to shudder in 

turbulent pleasure hitting his whole being. 

Eirwen within the muddledness remembered his lover's hardened rods, he used his hand to held 

Adrienne's and used his feet to entertains Lucien's, the twin's groans when they felt their member being 

touched when they glance it was Eirwen, the twin's let him do as he wanted. The rubbing motions of 

Eirwen's hand and feet rouse the desire within his lovers. The sounds of undertone groans and snorts 

can be heard echoing within the room mixing with the sound of squelches from Lucien's fingers 

penetrating Eirwen's hole. 

When Lucien felt he was about to be released he stopped those naughty feet and pulled out his fingers. 

"Honey~ I want to come in, can I?" asked Lucien. 

Adrienne freed Eirwen's mouth and allowed him to answer his younger twin's question. 

"Puah~ go ahead, Lucy~." Then he looked at Adrienne who met his gaze and smiled at him. "Rienne, you 

can use my mouth for now, okay~," said Eirwen with his usual flirty voice. 

He saw Adrienne swallow his saliva in silence and nod his head. He held his swollen member and 

scattered the lubricant on his hand to his hardened rod and positioned it before Eirwen's thin lips. Down 

below Lucien also positioned himself in between Eirwen. The latter's face was beet red in face of two big 

things that would, in the end, enter him together which would almost break him in the process. 

"Eira, we're going in," said Adrienne as soon as his words were spoken, Eirwen was penetrated deeply 

inside not only above but even his mouth was full with a huge and hot thing moving in and out his lips. 

"Erph!!" 

The twins started thrusting their rods in either hole whether it was Eirwen's mouth or his asshole both 

were preoccupied with a huge organ which made him full inside. Lucien already grabbed on his slender 

waist and started moving inside of him. In the beginning, it was slow but gradually it became quicker and 

more actively hitting his sweet spot hidden within that place. As if competing with his younger twin 

brother, Adrienne also held on to his head as he was ramming his rod deep within his throat. It was 

painful and hard to breathe at first but as he got used to it the pain slowly turned into rapture. 

The sight of two dark cock prodding against a pink hole and throat, causing it to sink in a little every time 

it thrust in, and the holes could be seen holding tightly onto the crown as if it was sucking hard on it 

every time it pulled out a little. This was simply the most beautiful image in the world. 

'This feels so good~' The twins shared their thoughts. 



"W-Wife~ I'm cumming~," said Adrienne. 

Lucien, "M-Me too~ Honey~" 

Hearing his lovers' words Eirwen readied himself and tightened his hole below to make his Light God 

lover come faster as well as suck into his Dark God lover's cock in his mouth, at the same time the twin 

spread their essence inside of him. 

Adrienne and Lucien groan at the same time as he sinks themselves in that hot depth which completely 

satisfies them. 

Groans~ 

Swallows~ 

Once they've pulled out their essence overflowed from both holes making Eirwen completely messy. 

Except that this little devil swallowed Adrienne's essence expressionlessly, even moving his tongue to 

lick the spilled semen on his lips like an enchanting little incubus. 

"Hm~ It doesn't taste bitter this time. You don't smoke don't you Rienne~" says Eirwen. 

Adrienne and Lucien who witnessed such a scene couldn't help but once again hardened at this scene. 

Gulps~ 

The two made their move once again before Eirwen could even react. Adrienne pulled him over to his 

lap and made him sit on him. He could even feel the huge thing poking him directly in his slightly parted 

hole below. Meanwhile, the rogue Lucien held his member, making it touch Eirwen's satin lips with a 

grin. 

"Wife, my turn~ suck me this time. Addie will prepare you for the rest," said Lucien pushing the tip of his 

cock in Eirwen's closed lips. 

Eirwen glared at this impatient bastard and grabbed his dick squeezing it in punishment. 

"Ugh~ Stop... Honey~ don't grip it too hard, you'll break it~" says Lucien. 

Eirwen retorted, "Hmp! I was only trying. Maybe it would shrink a bit if I squeezed it." 

"Honey~ that's impossible~," said Lucien as he took this opportunity when Eirwen was talking and 

trusted his cock inside his mouth. 

Eirwen, "Shut urk--!!" 

The sudden movement almost choked Eirwen and could only grab on his lover's waist to stabilize his 

position. 

Lucien laughs when he saw his lover's face from this new angle, "Even if you glare at me like you still 

look so cute with your mouth full!" 

He then started penetrating the depth of Eirwen's throat. A drop of tear strolls down from Eirwen's eyes 

as he truly couldn't breathe properly from this position. Moreover, he had to straighten his neck so his 

lover's cock would be able to enter his mouth smoothly and without him gagging from his movements. 



The two were so focused on this exchange that they didn't notice the dark twin from below Eirwen, 

slightly lifting up his beloved above his swollen rod just hovering above that a bit opened hole. With one 

pull, his huge rod entered Eirwen even deeper in this position. Lucien had to witness their beloved 

widening his eyes in shock and pleasure. He saw those silvery orbs wet with tears and misted with 

passion and contentment. 

"Honey~ you're really great!" said Lucien as he held Eirwen's head and fucking his throat as he did in his 

hole below. 

Adrienne is as busy as them he held Eirwen's waist so tightly that even his fingers left purple marks 

which induces sadism. He continues to shove his way in, this time even naughtier as he completely 

stirred inside his beloved's hole. After a few dozen thrusts, he shot his hot cum straight into his deepest 

part. Even after he had released, Lucien still continues to fuck their lover's throat and within him as well. 

Eirwen's whole body spasms with oversensitivity of his body being controlled by intense pleasure. 

Lucien was lightly patting his lover's cheeks with an evil smirk. 

"Drink it all~ honey~," says Eirwen. He glared at this rogue bastard who doesn't want to pull out his dick 

until he drank everything. 

'Can't you see I'm choking!!!' Eirwen's thoughts with his eyes full of tears but he still did as he was told 

and drank every drop of essence that was poured within his throat. 

Only when everything was drunk did Lucien pull out. He turns over Eirwen despite his elder brother's 

dick inside of him which made the latter moan in surprise. 

Eirwen spoke, "What are you planning this time!?" he asked while letting Adrienne place his hands on 

his shoulder. 

"Wife, hold on me properly~" whispered Adrienne as he kissed Eirwen's neck. 

Mmmh~ The sudden movement of Adrienne grabbing his ass and thrusting into him deeply made him 

whine. 

"Good baby~ Let us prepare you~" whispered Adrienne as he could feel his finger probing inside inline 

with his dick which was already buried in. 

Eirwen jolted in surprise. "Ah~ What!?" Then when he looked back he had to see Lucien and Adrienne's 

fingers digging in his hole even pulling it to spread him even wilder. 

The familiar-looking pink bottle was poured over Lucien's hardened cocked and even the fingers 

plunging inside him plus Adrienne's dick slowly penetrated his hole. 

Eirwen started to panic when he saw what the twins were doing. "Hang on... This is... I'm not... yet..."  

"It will be good~ Honey let me in as well~," said Lucien as the tip of cock replaced the fingers of the 

twins which were probing him just now. 

"Wait! I can't... AH!!!" exclaimed Eirwen. 

Lucien spoke, "Yes, you can!" 



Once the head of Lucien's dick went in as well, Eirwen couldn't help but scream in pain yet felt itchy 

inside of him. His body shuddered as he electrified. Lucien thrust in his dick while Eirwen wasn't ready. 

Adrienne, who felt Eirwen twitch, noticed that he had come once the two of them had entered 

together. He teasingly bit his ears and whispered, "Wife~ did you just come from that? So cute~ Don't 

worry we'll move slowly at first." 

"Ah~" Eirwen hugs Adrienne tightly as if seeking comfort. 

The dark god hugs him back as he rubs his sensitive back in an easement. But that doesn't mean that the 

twins stopped penetrating him together. The obscene et noises and the temperature shift between the 

burning lengths inside his inner wall made Eiwen shiver and cling to Adrienne more for support. The 

stuffed feeling was too intense and I could no longer tell whether the abrupt movements inside him 

were painful or not. 

The twin continues to rapidly alternate between themselves into poking the deepest of his insides. 

Congested with the almost endless pleasure his body is inflicted with, he could only simply hover above 

the twins blankly while moaning messily. The two even grabbed his thigh to avoid him being blown away 

by their power thrusting movements. 

The rogue twin, Lucien, took this moment to tease him. 

"Hm~ honey~ which do you like more~ Mine or Addies? You can't choose huh~" asked Lucien. 

At this moment Eirwen's mind is already a mush but could vaguely hear a few words of Lucien. He can 

have only heard the words: Which, like, choose as well as Mine or Addie. In his warped state, Eirwen 

thought Lucien was asking which among the two of them he liked the most and answered honestly. 

"Love... I love you both~" replies Eirwen. "I only love you... both!" 

Lucien and Adrienne were a bit startled with his beloved's answer but halted for a moment of shock. 

While Eirwen was bewildered why his lovers suddenly stopped moving. 

"Why did you stop? I want more~" says Eirwen as he plunged the two hard things inside him on his own. 

"AHH~ Ha~ Move... Don't stop~" 

Seeing Eirwen's sultry state made the twin's desire enter the next level. Their lengths harden even more 

inside of Eirwen. 

Whining, "Umn~ both got bigger~" murmured Eirwen. 

At these words, Lucien and Adrienne could no longer hold back. 

Lucien murmured, "Naughty little devil~" 

"Let's do it at the same time," said Adrienne to his twin. 

The two no longer restrained themselves and took in this chance to thrust themselves in at the same 

time. The pace of the two penetrating him inside got faster until Eirwen could no longer hold back and 

moan until his voice turned hoarse. His aggrieved whines instantly turned into lustful cries. 



As for the brothers, they were mesmerized by their beloved's aroused expression. The way their lover 

welcomes their trust and sometimes following over their movements almost made them crazy. They 

bite, nibble, and suck on Eirwen's bare skin leaving countless marks of hickeys and bruises. They've 

trusted uncontrollably inside of Eirwen and groaned, spewing their hot essences into him for a long 

time. The twins didn't slow down until they all came together and Eirwen fainted from overexertion. 

Chapter 249: 7.47 Second Violet Star - Before Breakfast [M] 

When the morning arrived Eirwen was lying on the bed chest first. He couldn't even move a single part 

of his body. Not even the tip of his fingers, his whole body is numb and painful if he moves even once. A 

little moon was hovering above Eirwen's head at this moment while his lovers were massaging his whole 

body to ease the pain. 

[Host, are you still alive?] 

"No. I'm dead!" retorted Eirwen to his system. "Urg~ hurts~" 

Lucien spoke with a worried expression on his face, "Honey, should I just heal you directly with light 

magic? It would only ease the pain though as your body isn't too welcoming with light essences." he 

asked. 

"Oh, there is that option. Do it. Do it." said Eirwen Night. 

Lucien placed his hands on Eirwen's waist and started whispering gibberish words. It only took a few 

seconds for his exhausted body to return to normal. Eirwen finally has a relaxed expression on his face 

while laying on the bed. Seeing this the twin had a smile on their faces as well. 

Adrienne sighed in relief when he saw this and stood up preparing to go to the kitchen to cook 

breakfast. 

"Lou, clean up. I will cook breakfast," said Adrienne but before he could stand up Eirwen grabbed his 

arm and he fell on him. 

Seeing the unreal smile on his face, the twins knew that there must be something wrong. 

Adrienne asked, "What's wrong?" 

But Eirwen didn't reply and looked at Lucien who understood the meaning of his gaze. 

"I will cook breakfast. Addie should do the cleaning. Honey, what do you want to eat?" asked Lucien 

who was dressing himself at this moment. 

"Salmon," answered Eirwen. 

Lucien kissed his lover on his cheeks before walking out of the room. He didn't forget to grab the 

glowing moon above his lover. 

[GAH! W-Why me too?] 

"I have a few questions to ask you. You are coming with me little moon," says Lucien as he leaves the 

room leaving only Eirwen and Adrienne inside. 



Once the rest were outside of the room Adrienne tries to stand up and take his leave as well. But this 

time Eirwen straddles on his lap, unable to stand at all. Seeing his beloved looking at him, he 

unconsciously averted his eyes for a reason. Eirwen grabbed his cheeks and forced him to look at him. 

Eirwen asked, "Are you still thinking of what happened two years ago, Rienne?" 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝓂 

Adrienne lowered his head as if a child that did something wrong. He hugs Eirwen's waist and places his 

ear above the latter's chest as if checking whether the heart inside his beloved's body is still there, 

beating. The Dark God's silence is the answer to Eirwen's question even without saying a word, Eirwen 

knows that his lover is a bit traumatized by witnessing his death. If it was Ye Xiajie who saw such a thing 

it wouldn't be surprising if his lover had gone crazy on the spot. 

Eirwen had to coax his lover, this side of him keeping himself at distance from him whenever he did 

something disagreeable is a bad habit of his lover. He wouldn't speak unless he asks, he would treat 

himself badly for a mistake he made. Even if he hurt himself in the process, he would make sure Eirwen 

would be alright. 

"I told you. It wasn't your fault at all. Two years ago, my death was something I had chosen on my own. 

It was my decision." says Eirwen while hugging back his lover whose mood is unstable. 

Adrienne rubbed his face on his lover's bare chest, it made Eirwen slightly uncomfortable as his body is 

still sensitive from their deeds last night. 

"Hm~ your hair tickles me," complains Eirwen. 

"At that time it might indeed be your choice to choose that ending but... it doesn't change the fact that 

it was me who had given you that choice because of the decision I had made. If I didn't order Araysh 

that time to... kill... you. You wouldn't have made that decision of ending your life just so you could 

remove the light essence in this body." says Adrienne. 

Eirwen was a bit startled by what Adrienne had just said. After all, he had never told them that his body 

is incompatible with his soul in the beginning nor he had told them that the original owner of this body 

is not him. 

"This body... is not originally yours right?" said Adrienne. 

He can only ask, "Since when did you realize that this body isn't originally mine, Rienne?" 

Adrienne answered, "Since our first meeting, in that summoning room where you hide yourself behind 

the pillar inside the palace. When I first saw you, the vessel you had was glowing so brightly with light 

essence.? A holy attribute is supposed to make one be in balance with light essence but your soul is 

incompatible with it. 

If your vessel is incompatible with the soul, it would make one to be extremely short-tempered, makes 

you temperamental, and be irritated by every small thing. For Eira who had always been playful and cold 

at all times, you would mostly ignore everything and treat everything as a game. But at that time you 

choose to play as a bystander instead, this is because you are not feeling well with the vessel you have. 

When I grabbed your wrist that time... your body temperature is cold and your pulse is in disarray." 

explained Adrienne. 



An amused smile appeared on Eirwen's face, "So that's why you grabbed me out of nowhere that time. 

You had checked my body~" says Eirwen. 

"That time I've only noticed that you are trying to seal up the light essence in your body in one place 

which is your heart," replies Adrienne. "But how did you know that Araysh would stab you in the heart 

and wouldn't cut off your neck when you were assassinated. This is something that confused me." 

"You are only confused because you have no memories. Araysh and Neige are like me and you. We are 

originally souls that didn't come from this small star. I, you, Lucy, Araysh, and Neige are outsiders from 

the highest realm." said Eirwen. 

Adrienne murmured, "Highest Realm? There is a world higher than this one? What is the level of this 

world then?" 

Eirwen started explaining things about the world's ranking, "Worlds were divided into ranks. E and F 

being low-tier worlds. D to B as mid-tier worlds and A to SS are high-tier worlds with SSS as the highest 

rank. Araysh and Neige were born from an SS World while you, Lucy, and I were from SSS World." 

"Eira, you know who we are before we split into two?" asked Adrienne. 

"Of course! I also know the reason why you and Lucy have no memories in this world. This is because 

not only your soul has split, your main core is asleep. There is no way to wake yourself in this world as 

you were trying to merge your soul fragments." said Eirwen. 

Adrienne suddenly asked a question that caught Eirwen off guard, "Then Eira also knew the identity of 

that man's voice that kept telling me and Lou to kill you?" 

Silence~ 

This question threw off Eirwen's expression for a split second but such a change didn't escape 

Adrienne's eyes. As expected Eirwen didn't answer this question right away unlike the rest. 

"You know him as expected. Actually, Lou and I overheard your conversation with him. We know that 

you know him and he knows you. He must be connected to us if he is targeting you. Eira you don't need 

to tell me who he is? As long as you are not harmed I wouldn't care about anything." whispered 

Adrienne gently to his lover's ears. 

Standing up out of nowhere, Eirwen, who was carried above ground, could only wrap his arms around 

his lover's neck. 

"Let's get you all cleaned up for now," says Adrienne as he carries the naked Eirwen in his arms while he 

himself is bare himself. 

"We'll only take a bath, right? Just a bath okay~" says Eirwen while acting cute towards the Dark God. 

Adrienne smiles and whispers, "I still need to clean you up here~" he murmurs while his fingers are 

tapping at the swollen hole in between the white soft mounds he holds in his palms, rubbing and 

squeezing it with his hands. 

Meanwhile, Eirwen's lips were twitching as he stared at his shameless husband's soul fragment who is 

now showing his lover's perverted side in full swing. He thought Lucien only got his lover's flirty mouth 



and roguish personality. Who would have expected that it was Adrienne who got his husband's 

shameless side instead? Isn't he supposed to be a silent, calm and cold type of man?! Just as he thought 

a leopard would never change its spots even if it's split into two. His husband's bad habits were also 

equally split to both Lucien and Adrienne. 

--- 

Inside the bathroom, the room is converted into mist created by the heat from that warm water coming 

out of the fountain where the source of water in the pool comes from. The interior of the bathroom is 

huge. It was separated into parts. The shower room, dressing room, toilet, bathtub for individual use, 

and pool for everyone's use. Eirwen was carried by Adrienne towards the bathtub area. 

The bathtub area is like how ordinary bathrooms look like, an oval tub that could only be occupied by 

two people, and an attached shower. There is also a mirror inside this room near the dressing area. 

Eirwen was placed down gently inside the room, clamping his legs with a crimson face as he could 

already imagine what this pervert would do to him inside this room. Almost all of the parts in the 

bathing area are soundproof and the one who made it is his husband. A soft waterproof carpet was also 

placed at the ground of the bathtub area. Adrienne is looking for the shower which could be held in his 

hand, once he finds it he smiles at his beloved. 

"Wife, get down on your knees and raise your butt in my direction," says Adrienne. 

Biting his lower lips in embarrassment, Eirwen's face was red as a tomato while staring at Adrienne with 

misted eyes due to the heating of the room. 

"C-Can I clean up myself?" asked Eirwen but deep in his heart, he knew that his lover would never agree. 

Adrienne's smile widens and says, "No. How could you reach the deepest part on your own? Your 

tummy would hurt if we left it inside." 

Eirwen's thoughts, 'His words are reasonable but why do I feel like punching his handsome face when I 

see his smile.' 

He had no other choice and followed what his perverted lover had told him. He kneeled down on the 

soft carpet on all fours and raised his butt towards his husband. As soon as he did that, the slightly red 

hidden cavern was revealed fully in front of Adrienne. 

The traces of it being abused was left behind as the entrance was a bit swollen. It was slightly apart 

revealing the wet cavern inside moving and twitching under his gaze. The scene of his and Lucien's 

essence spilling makes it even more erotic. It didn't take a while for Adrienne's breathing to become 

heavy. 

Eirwen noticed his husband's breathing turned ragged and knew why he ended this way. He even sways 

his white mounds in an attempt to furtherly entice Adrienne. 

"Aren't you starting yet~?" asked Eirwen, he even intentionally made his voice coquettish. 

Adrienne's heart beats erratically and the body's temperature rises with the heat in the room. The sight 

is too seductive to ignore. 



The Dark God's current thoughts: 'This naughty little devil!' 

SLAP! 

AH! 

Adrienne hits his mischievous lover's bottom who keeps swaying his hips in front of him. 

A teary-eyed Eirwen glared at his lover with a wronged expression. "Why did you hit me!? Rienne!" 

"Too naughty. Don't sway your hips I can't clean up properly," replied Adrienne but his eyes linger on 

the mark he made and that small parted hole stained with their essence. 

Seeing the clear hand mark on his lover's butt made Adrienne's gaze soften he lightly rubs the mark and 

points the showerhead onto it, the light cold water jolted Eirwen for a bit but slowly got used to the 

temperature. 

Adrienne asked, "Is the water temperature still too cold? I've already adjusted it to normal temperature 

though. Should I adjust it more?" 

Eirwen stops moving when he suddenly feels two fingers sinking deep into his hole, scraping at his 

sensitive inner walls scooping out the semen left behind by his lovers. 

"N-No need," answered Eirwen as he tried to clamp his legs trying to hide his hardening organ. 

Seeing Eirwen's reaction made Adrienne smile, he squats at the same level as his lover and used his 

knees to prevent Eirwen from completely clamping his legs close. 

"Don't close your legs. I can't thrust my fingers in properly~" says Adrienne as he suddenly pushed in his 

two fingers. He first pretends to scrape out what's inside but in reality, he is looking for his lover's 

prostate. The best spot which would make his lover lose himself to pleasure. "Does it hurt~ should I stop 

for now~?" he asked teasingly to his lover whose lust was slowly awakening through his actions. 

His fingers thrust in and out slowly at first until they become aggressive and moving faster inside. 

Adrienne twists his fingers scratching at that spot that excites his lover the most and as expected a lewd 

moan comes out of Eirwen's mouth. 

"AH~ En~~" It didn't take a while for Eirwen to start moving his hips to synchronize his movement with 

Adrienne's fingers, as his lover's fingers in him get faster and faster while teasing his sweet spot it didn't 

take long for him to cum. Even when coming once his lover didn't stop digging out the essences left 

behind from the last night's exercise. 

Adrienne unhesitantly pulled out his fingers from that sucking hole of his lover's ass. With an 

expressionless face, he pointed the showerhead directly to that place to clean it up thoroughly. Once he 

was done. he helped Eirwen stand only to fall bonelessly on the carpet. 

"You're all clean. Take a bath and let's eat breakfast together with Lou," said Adrienne as he helps 

Eirwen up. 

Eirwen was looking at his lover in disbelief. He didn't expect him to only clean him up in that place and 

do nothing else after teasing him inside like that. Unfortunately, his hole feels extremely itchy and hot 



from Adrienne scraping his inner wall with his fingers. He couldn't stop himself from grabbing his lover's 

arm while pouting. He even acted cutely by rubbing his face on Adrienne's chest and whimpers. 

"Rienne~ I feel hot~" Eirwen used his own hands and pulled his hands into his itchy hole and used 

Adrienne's fingers to penetrate himself. "En~ deep. It's itchy deeper inside~" 

He started purring at Adrienne and even kisses him on his lips trying to seduce him to fucking his tingling 

hole. Adrienne only watches his lover do everything on his own. Even when Eirwen used his own fingers 

to thrust into his red and swollen hole. Feeling completely unsatisfied, Eirwen started to whimper with 

tears strolling down his eyes as he rubs his whole body on Adrienne. 

"En~ Rienne, can you... can you...~" 

Adrienne smiles but doesn't move his body and just lightly licks on his lover's scarlet-colored ears and 

whispers, "Can I what? If wife doesn't tell properly what to do, your Rienne wouldn't know~" 

"Mmn~" 

Eirwen thought about something before turning around and rubbing his tingling hole at Adrienne's 

hardened member. He was bobbing his hip up and down allowing his lover's organ to trace the cracks 

between his butt. 

"This... wife wants this cock inside me~ Rienne~ Eira wants you to fuck my hole." whines Eirwen. As if he 

had forgotten all the embarrassment for saying these words as his hole is too much to bear for him that 

he had to beg his lover to fuck him. 

If Adrienne didn't do something after being told like this, he is not a man. Immediately after, the huge 

cock entered Eirwen Night's body. He carried him like a child, helping him how to pee and make him see 

his own reflection in the hazy mirror in front of them. With just a thought of Adrienne, the misted mirror 

was suddenly cleared revealing the two figures in the reflection even though their connection below 

was clear as day. Eirwen's face turns red as he covers it with his hand. 

With the cracks of his fingers, Eirwen can see the huge red rod moving in and out of his body at a quick 

pace. Adrienne nibbles his ears and neck and whispers with a hoarse yet sexy voice, "Good boy." 

Since Lucien had healed him just now, his loose hole from last night had once again become tight, 

Adrienne could feel how tight Eirwen's small hole as it squeezed him in at every thrust. He penetrates 

him over and over again until Eirwen's body turns completely soft and his body sways like waves as he is 

assailed endlessly from below. 

"Ah!...Ahm~ Mmmph~ En~..." Eirwen lewd moans echo inside the closed room making Adrienne even 

more excited. Squish. Squish, the sound of their lovemaking lingers in Eirwen's ears making him even 

more excited to reach out his hand to hug Adrienne's head from behind asking for a kiss. "Kiss... Kiss 

me~" Adrienne fulfills all of Eirwen's request from kisses to fucking him deeper to cumming once again 

inside of him until they both comes together. 

By the time they've finished bathing, they are welcomed by a grumpy Lucien who is staring at the two of 

them with a pouting expression on his gentle-looking face. Beside him, they could hear Yue's gigglings 

and whispering nonsense things as his little moon avatar glows bright red as if dyed in blood. 



"If you're going to do it call next time!!!" exclaimed the Light God. 

Eirwen and Adrienne had to listen to Lucien's complaints before they could eat breakfast together. 

Chapter 250: 7.48 Second Violet Star - Guild Master Kirk 

After eating breakfast, Lucien, Eirwen, and Adrienne finally come out of the dimensional space. The 

location they've suddenly appeared into is inside the Nightmare Forest where they've left the young 

couple for Neige to handle. 

The three of them were wearing a couple of clothes. Eirwen wears white mage robes with gold and 

black snowflakes at the edges of his clothes. Lucien is wearing a silver-gold priest robe and Adrienne 

wearing silver-black warrior's armor. 

This time since his lovers are already by his side Eirwen no longer wears a disguise. His long silver hair 

was braided loosely behind him decorated with gold and black crystal flowers from his twin lovers. 

Features were refined to perfection and beauty which is beyond among humans. Phoenix-shaped eyes 

which could hook up everyone upon sight and frosty argent orbs which is the embodiment of the moon 

itself. He looks so gorgeous like those ice-cool beauties. Rare and magnificent. 

Lucien on the other hand is different. His hair was short at this moment wearing a long white robe of a 

priest with silver lining at the edges. A golden cross hanging on his neck paired with his holy presence of 

light and purity. The atmosphere around him is bright and glowing as if he is the sun himself. 

𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑚 

His gentle features were captivating and overly exquisite. Like Eirwen, his appearance is unlike what 

ordinary humans possess. He had a healing presence that could calm down anyone instantly. No one 

would deny if someone says he is a holy being himself. With a kind smile on his face, anyone couldn't 

help but stare at him longer as the atmosphere around himself could cure them. 

On the other hand, Adrienne's presence is the opposite of Lucien's. No one could look at him straight. 

The atmosphere around him is overwhelming and eerie. He is there but at the same time, they could 

feel him. Like the lingering shadow that can be seen but not touched. Despite that, his handsome face is 

dangerously seductive. 

Like a red poppy enticing anyone to come over even if in exchange is their own lives. He wears a plated 

black armor on his body with hints of silver at some parts, which itself makes him look like a strong 

warrior of darkness itself. He is an imprint of temptation and danger itself. 

The three of them standing together compliments one another especially with Lucien and Adrienne 

having a similar face yet contrasting presence. What the three of them have all as one is an aloof and 

detached gaze as if whatever happened around them had nothing to do with them. As if everyone aside 

from them were passersby and didn't care about the other except for each other. 

Lucien spoke, "So, Honey what are going to do next? Do you still want to play as Adventurers?" he 

asked. 

"We'll accompany you anywhere," says Adrienne. 



"Hm~ let's play as Adventurers in free time. For now, let's watch who will become the next king of 

Kingdom Hart," says Eirwen. 

"The next king ha. Well as long as we can stay by your side whatever it is should be fine," says Lucien. 

Adrienne spoke, "Araysh reported. He said the preparation to meet the guild master and our new place 

is done." 

"Neige should be with him too," says Eirwen. 

From within the shadowy area of the forest, two figures had appeared. One is Araysh and Neige is the 

second. The two lowered their heads and politely greeted the three. 

"Greetings to Lord Adrienne, Lord Lucien, and Lord Night," says Araysh beside him Neige had saluted 

without a word. 

Adrienne spoke, "You are finally here." beside him Eirwen is waving his hands at Neige. Lucien held his 

waving hands and pouted. 

"Honey you can't flirt with others aside from me and Addie~," says Lucien teasingly. 

Eirwen was stunned. "Ha? I'm just waving my hands as a greeting thought." 

"Not allowed," says Adrienne who also held his other hand. With both hands not free Eirwen could no 

longer greet others with his hands. 

Eirwen spoke, "Are you two for real?" 

[Host, before you only had one jug of vinegar with you now you have to carry two. Hehehe~] 

"Shut up," says Eirwen who could only sigh with his situation. 

"Yes, Lord Lucien, Lord Adrienne, Lord Night. The guild master had agreed to the appointment. He will 

process everything you need as long as you wish for it." says Araysh. 

Eirwen smiles at Araysh and said, "It's been a while Araysh." 

Araysh, who suddenly got his name mentioned, flinched but immediately lowered his head in Eirwen's 

presence. 

"Um... Please forgive my rudeness two years ago," said Araysh on his knees. 

"Okay. I don't mind. I'll let you do it anyway." says Eirwen before returning his attention to the two 

vinegar jars beside him before they get even grumpy. 

Smiling sweetly at his lovers, Eirwen says, "Okay. I won't talk to them anymore. Let's go, there should be 

a few stalls selling some food at this time. Let's eat on the way." 

The group left the Nightmare Forest with the three in lead. Araysh and Neige were following behind 

them a few steps away. If Eirwen glances at a stall either Araysh or Neige would move to buy it and pass 

the food to Lord Lucien and Lord Adrienne. The twins would handfed Eirwen until he is full. 



They were like this the whole time on their way to the Adventurer's Guild Hall. Almost everyone's eyes 

on the street were focusing on the three handsome and beautiful men holding each other's hands. 

Obviously, the three were lovers and the two good-looking men walking behind them were their 

attendants. 

Wow~ they look so... How should I say it? Features are overly perfect. 

They don't look like humans at all. 

The two tall men are twins. They look almost identical except for their hair and eyes. 

The one in the middle is even more pleasing. Silver hair and eyes. He looks like an ice fairy. 

Without saying the twins and Eirwen are used to this type of attention. Moreover, they tend to ignore 

everything aside from their lovers anyway there is no problem. 

"I want those crepes next. Chocolate Strawberry and Custard flavors~" says Eirwen. 

Lucien, who was eating Eirwen's leftover meat skewers, also enjoyed eating. Adrienne ate whatever the 

two couldn't finish. 

"This is not bad. Though Addie's cooking is better. Honey's cooking is the best of all." says Eirwen. 

Eirwen who was munching on the crepes Adrienne is holding, "Munch~ I'll cook next time if you guys 

want me to." 

Adrienne spoke, "Drink water after you finish eating. We are also at the guild hall." he says. Araysh 

passed a huge cup of water to Lucien as Adrienne's hands were full of crepes. 

Lucien helps Eirwen and Adrienne to drink first before he does. Afterward, he took the leftover crepe 

Eirwen couldn't finish and ate on the way. The three ate like this on the way. 

At the Guild Hall, everyone's arrival causes silence. Especially those who had intuitive instincts and those 

who can sense mana. Those who were first class at it suffered backlash when they tried to test Lucien, 

Adrienne, and Eirwen. It was Araysh and Neige who blocked all their attempts to appraise the three 

before them. 

Some warriors who could feel someone's strength by looking at someone's aura started trembling while 

some fainted. It didn't take a while for a commotion to take place. At the other meeting Adrienne, 

Lucien, and Eirwen are like seeing a Dragon God face to face. 

Eirwen stares at the fainting figures of the adventurers inside the hall with a nonchalant expression on 

his face. 

"Hm~ I've seemed to forget about something," murmured Eirwen. 

[Host, you forgot to seal off your aura. The same goes for Lord Lucien and Lord Adrienne. Now almost 

everyone in the hall sensed the overbearing pressure of the natural aura they possess. For mortals it's a 

bit too much ba.] 

Eirwen spoke, "No wonder they've started fainting. It's not my fault though and here I've guessed that 

the Guild Master of this place didn't expect this to happen." 



Adrienne frowns a bit and glances at Araysh, "Didn't you say that the Guild Master had made 

preparations for our arrival, Araysh?" 

Araysh bow his head immediately and said, "It seems this servant didn't pass the message well. Let this 

one talk it over with the Guild Master." 

But before he could move to look for the guild master, Kirk had already appeared before their group. He 

kept his head lowered the whole time and didn't dare to meet the eyes of Lucien, Adrienne, and Eirwen. 

Before he comes out of his office, his staff including Speria the elf were trembling the moment Eirwen 

and the group arrived. Elven races regardless of whether they are light and dark elves could naturally 

feel the essence of elements around them. Ordinary elves could greatly feel light and wind elements 

while dark elves could sense darkness and fire elements. 

This is why when Lucien and Adrienne entered the hall most elven races had run away and hidden in the 

guild master's office. They weren't running away from Lucien or Eirwen but from Adrienne instead. The 

dark elements he possesses are beyond normal and were even stronger than most demon races possess 

and thought that Adrienne was the demon lord himself which is why they had hidden themselves. 

Kirk, the guild master had no other choice but to check himself. As a High Dark elf of his race, he knew 

how the current demon lord looks like. This is why when he saw Adrienne's handsome face he sighed in 

relief inside and calmed down the moment he saw Araysh. 

The whispering of the bystanders was making Eirwen annoyed which his twin lovers noticed. 

Lucien said, "It's too noisy, let's head to your office." 

He then snapped his finger once teleporting their group of five plus the guild master. At the same time 

sending out those inside the office outside. Almost all of the staff hiding inside the office exchanged 

places with the group and appeared in the middle of the hall while the latter had disappeared. 

Inside the Guild Master's office, Kirk was astonished after experiencing teleportation himself and fell on 

the group shocked while staring at the three who took a seat at his office's couch ignoring his reactions. 

With a wave of his hands, Eirwen brought out a newly prepared tea set from his space. 

Eirwen said, "This place is better. Fewer people are good." 

Adrienne passed him a cup of milk tea which Eirwen happily received and put a cube of ice in it before 

drinking. Lucien brought out a box of cake from the dimensional space they've shared with Eirwen. 

"Here~ honey I took some cakes in the fridge for you," he said with a smile. On the other side, Adrienne 

is brewing a hot cup of tea from him and his brother. Unlike Eirwen, they like drinking hot and bitter 

drinks instead. 

The three acted like this place was their home. Neige helped the stunned Kirk to stand. 

Neige spoke, "Please stand up. You still have a job to do. These three lords want to have a guild card of 

the highest rank. There is no need to question their strengths after they are..." 

Kirk exclaimed, "Gods... Are they Gods!?" 



"Sshss~ The God of Winter hates noise. You must not shout," whispered Neige. 

The Guild Master was shocked at first but when he saw the gorgeous cool young man with silver hair 

look at him with a smirk made him realize whom the person this man who helped him up is talking 

about. Kirk shivers unconsciously when his eyes meet with those argent orbs. 

He was left dazed as he stared at Eirwen. Before he completely fell a huge shadow blocked his line of 

sight when he looked at who it was. He remembered that this person's name is called Araysh. 

Araysh, "What are you looking at? Do not stare at the wife of the Light God and Dark God. You will lose 

your life, mortal!" 

When the Light and Dark God were mentioned Kirk's face turned pale quickly. Those two Gods were 

sovereign gods that ruled the whole world of Aerd. 

"Araysh, let's speak in the other room so we wouldn't bother the lords here," says Neige. 

Araysh nods his head, "You have a side room in this office right? Talk to me and Neige in that place. Lead 

the way." 

Kirk carefully sneaks a peek at the three at the table seeing that they were ignoring their presence that 

the guild master had taken a breath of relief. He leads Neige and Araysh to the other room where they 

could have a conversation themselves. 

"Here is a guest VIP area. We can talk here. For now, I wish to have a formal introduction of who you are 

first and I will instantly make preparation for the Guild cards of Venerable lords in the other room." Kirk 

said. 

Araysh, "That is also true. My name is Araysh. The servant of the Light God and Dark God. I work as an 

all-rounder and their attendant as well. You can refer to me as the Fallen God." 

"I am Neige. The attendant of Winter God as well as the Ice Spirit King of Ivern." 

Amazed Kirk's Thoughts. 'As expected those who can serve the Gods as their attendants would never be 

an ordinary being but who would expect that one is also a God and the other is a Demigod!!!' 

At this point of time, the Guild Master of the Adventurer's Guild didn't know whether to laugh at his luck 

or cry for fear of his life. 

 


